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CG SUPRT
professionals can
help you with a
variety of issues:
• marital and family
problems
• alcohol and/or
drug abuse
• tobacco cessation
• depression and anxiety
• personal growth and
development
• work-related concerns
• career transition issues
• legal and fnancial
challenges
• balancing work and
life demands
• health improvement

Reservists Need Help

From Time To Time

When times get tough, most of us can beneft from talking through our
problems with someone who is experienced and objective. Someone who can
help us sort things out... a professional who will listen in confdence and help
us fnd a good solution.

Give CG SUPRT a call today!

855-CG SUPRT (247-8778)

Remember this call is free and confdential
within the limits of the law!

www.cgsuprt.com
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Social beings. The word social comes from the Latin
socius meaning “friend.” So I am guessing someone, way
smarter than me, connected the dots and this is why we
now have Facebook “friends.” This brings me to the subject
of the Coast Guard Reserve’s new social media roll-out; the
launching of the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve Facebook page
on February 19th.
The Coast Guard has had a social media presence via
Facebook and other venues for quite some time. Still we
felt it both timely and appropriate to establish a Coast
Guard Reserve unique presence as we look ahead to 2015,
which will mark the 75th anniversary of the Reserve
Component’s founding. Not only have we come a long
way from the days of walking beach patrols and oarpowered surf boats, we have entered the ever accelerating
digital age and all the communication challenges and
opportunities it presents.
The early feedback has been positive. But we have had
some readers of the magazine wonder if this might lead to
the demise of the Reservist magazine or, at the very least,
the end of printed copies of the publication. The answer
to this is, “no.” Those responsible for the management
of Reserve resources – the money -- understand the
unique challenges of communicating with reservists and
the significant role that printed copies of the magazine
play in that critical effort. That said, over time readers
may observe subtle changes in the magazine’s content.
Facebook and our planned website updates will provide
us with the ability to recognize and report on the Reservespecific happenings in a much timelier manner. This will
then afford us the opportunity to focus the pages of the
magazine on more in-depth stories and information of
interest to our readers.
We encourage you to join us on this journey and provide
us with feedback on how we are doing and what we might
do better to improve our communications. We hope you
will “Like” what we are up to and will continue to be our
“friend.”
As always, thanks for reading.
Anima est Bonus!
Jeff Smith
2 RESERVIST � Issue 2 • 2015

Underway
Director of Reserve embarks on

his Reserve Familiarization tour
Volume LXII � Issue 1 • 2015

To the Editor:
Regarding The View from the Bridge in Volume LXII, Issue 1, 2015,
as a former CO of a 9th District Port Security Unit, I find Rear Adm.
Hinrichs’ reference to the first versions of PSUs as “notional” to be
inaccurate. The first PSUs were far from notional as defined by
Merriam-Webster: notional: 1: theoretical, speculative; 2: existing in
the mind only: imaginary. The pre-1990 PSUs existed as delineated
organizations; were populated by purposefully assigned personnel
with defined duties and responsibilities; trained as individuals,
teams and whole units; and, were deployed as individuals and teams
to joint and combined exercises in-country and overseas. Assigned
personnel attended specialized training such as Combat Skills at
Quantico, Fuel Transfer Training at Maine Maritime, Point and
Perimeter Security Training from the Air Force at O’Hare International
Airport, and when a large-group training course for fuel transfer was
unavailable and unaffordable, one was written and conducted. PSUs
were different back then with port firefighting coordination duties
and explosive loading and fuel transfer safety billets, along with
ashore and shore-side security responsibilities. But these PSUs did
exist and were functional when called. It took a war in the Gulf to
cause PSUs to transition to the beginnings of what they have currently
become. These first PSUs were as real as real could be back then.
Cmdr. Kenneth T. “Kenn” White, USCGR (ret.)
To the Editor:
Nice job on Reservist Issue 1, 2015. I especially like the write up
about the Reserve CPOA Class 36. It is my hope the Chiefs out there
who have not gone to the Academy will see the article and recognize
the value added.
MCPO Bill Phillips, USCGR (ret.)
Second Master Chief of the Reserve Force

WE WANT YOUR STORIES...
Where were you during

Hurricane KATRINA?
This year marks the 10th anniversary of
Hurricane Katrina’s devastation of the Gulf
Coast. We are planning special coverage
marking the anniversary and are looking for
personal stories and remembrances of those
who were there during the storm or were
part of the response.
If you have a story you are willing to share,
please send us an email
-- not later than May 15, 2015 -- to:

TheReservistMagazine@uscg.mil
and provide a brief outline of your story, including
whether you have a photograph or two we could
incorporate. Please include your current
unit/assignment.
If your story is selected we will contact you for additional
information prior to publication in our October issue.

To the Editor:
I received my Reservist magazine and took note of the pictures
on page 4 and the back cover of the 32 and 45 foot small boats. The
picture on page 4 shows the vessel flying the National Ensign only,
where the picture on the back page shows the National Ensign and
the Coast Guard Ensign flying. We always flew both on our small
boats, has something changed?
Keep up the good work, a great magazine!
DC1 Ralph C Maddocks, USCGR (ret.)
editor’s Note: DC1, good eye. We checked with the command about
your question. Yes, two flags are flown. However, on that particular
day the lanyard holding the CG ensign parted and the photograph
was taken before it could be reattached,
To the Editor:
Regarding the “Going against the Grain” in Volume LXII, Issue 1,
2015, by PA3 Paul Dragin: I was assigned as the Reserve Unit Lake
Michigan Commanding Officer with Susan Vance and Jack Wall.
Please extend my warmest regards to them.
Cmdr. Kenneth T. “Kenn” White, USCGR (ret.)

CoRReCtions
To the Editor:
Many thanks for including me in the 2015 Issue 1.
However I would like to point out that I am the Senior Coast
Guard Reserve Officer at the NECC's CSR 10 - not the unit's SRO.
My unit's SRO is my CO who is a USNR O6.
Cmdr. Wilbur A. Velarde, USCGR
To the Editor:
I noticed that the article on Susan Vance has an error. The last
paragraph is not part of the story - it appears to be from another
story that was mistakenly inserted.
Thanks,
PA3 Paul Dragin
editor’s Note: PA3, you are correct during production text from an
unrelated story was inadvertently left at the end of the Susan Vance
story. It was too late to correct the printed copies, but we did have
a correction made to our on-line edition. We apologize to both you
and Lt. Cmdr. Vance for the error.
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Remembering a
Fallen Shipmate
Crew members from Coast Guard
Electronics Support Detachment Cape
Cod render a salute in tribute to
shipmate Petty Offcer 2nd Class Lisa
Trubnikova at Coast Guard Air Station
Cape Cod, Mass., on Feb. 18, 2015.
Friends, family, local community
members and fellow Coast Guardsmen
from across Massachusetts gathered
for a memorial service to celebrate
Trubnikova's life.
Photo by Petty Offcer 3rd Class MyeongHi Clegg
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G
Rear Admiral
David Callahan
Assistant Commandant
for Human Resources

"In fact, the past
fve years have
provided me a
better and deeper
appreciation of
the long-standing
value our Reserve
personnel bring to
our Service, and
more importantly,
the American
taxpayer."
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reetings shipmates. It is indeed my pleasure to communicate with you as my time at
Coast Guard Headquarters draws to an end. Frankly, as an aviator I had little interaction
with the average Coast Guard reservist during the majority of my career. That all
changed dramatically when I was assigned as the 9th District Chief of Staff and then assumed the
duties of the Director of Reserve in 2010.
My Chief of Staff tour was truly an eye opener with respect to the Reserve workforce. I quickly
came to appreciate the significant surge capacity and capability reservists bring to the Coast
Guard’s ability to execute and sustain its missions across the geographically challenging Great
Lakes region. Although the 9th District is a busy place year round, the contributions reservists
make at the sector and small boat station level during the district’s compressed, yet high optempo, summer season is essential.
While my 9th District experience was in some ways a baptism by fire, it provided a valuable
baseline from which I have drawn in each of my Flag assignments: first as the Director of
Reserve and Military Personnel, then as Commander of the Personnel Command, and finally as
the Assistant Commandant for Human Resources. In fact, the past five years have provided me
a better and deeper appreciation of the long-standing value our Reserve personnel bring to our
Service, and more importantly, the American taxpayer.
It was England’s King Richard I (1157-1199) who said, “When one has a good reserve, one does
not fear one’s enemies.” From my perspective, those words are as powerful and relevant today as
they were centuries ago. Whether those “enemies” are “foreign or domestic” wishing to do harm
to the citizens of the United States or the unrelenting ravages of Mother Nature, the Coast Guard
Reserve has shown time and again its value as the Coast Guard’s “force in garrison.”
From its beginnings in the early days of World War II and every decade since, reservists have
shown an uncanny ability to adapt to an often-changing environment, whether it was as front line
war fighters or a Cold War strategic force. Since 2001 reservists have willingly accepted the role
of an operational Reserve. They have shown a tenacious commitment to train at and augment
local units while preparing for constant deployments at home and overseas. As a result, and
despite being members of the smallest of the seven Reserve Components, today’s Coast Guard
reservists are among the most experienced, proficient and mission tested in its 74-year history.
This experience and expertise will serve our Service well as we shape our total workforce to meet
the growing number of threats and challenges in Cyber and the Western Hemisphere along with
increasing demands in the Arctic and domestic energy sectors.
As the person charged with overseeing the Coast Guard’s Human Capital Enterprise – a fancy
accumulation of words which boils down to ensuring we recruit, develop and retain a diverse,
proficient, effective workforce to meet the current and future needs of the Coast Guard – I know
full well that the Reserve is an integral part of that enterprise. Over the past two years we have
continued to build on the successful stand-up of the Reserve Force Readiness System adding
senior level billets to critical programmatic positions including within the Deputy Commandant
of Operations and the Director of Logistics (DOL). These investments are already reaping results
with implementation of the Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan (BFRMP). At its core the
BFRMP aligns training capacity at small boat units with the boat crew requirement identified
by the Office of Boat Forces. The BFRMP will result in higher boat crew certification rates, which
increase an operational commander’s ability to leverage Reserve personnel to augment day-today missions as a way to build and maintain proficiency. The DOL is working on a promising
pilot program which will harness existing skills within the Reserve to provide the CG with surge
mission support capacity for regional and national utilization.
In part, due to efforts like these, I know that when I assume the duties of 8th District
Commander later this summer I will sleep better at night with the knowledge we have that “good
reserve” to which King Richard referred: a Reserve standing at the ready to meet the challenges of
those unforeseen but historically predictable contingencies.
Let me commend each of you for your service and unwavering dedication. I stand proudly with
you in the service to our Nation.
Semper Paratus.
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t is humbling to witness the level of commitment and dedication each of you exhibits in
service to our nation. During unit visits or while reaching out to recently advanced Reserve
members, the common sentiments are a deep love for our country and a drive to make our
Coast Guard shine.
Over the past several months our Coast Guard has survived a tense period of not having a
congressional appropriation as well as working through an upgrade to the Global Pay System.
Both of these situations caused stresses and I am thankful to all of you for hanging in there and
waiting for the dust to settle. I can’t emphasis enough, when issues come up and it seems like
dark storm clouds are on the horizon, pay particular attention to what you all do best: execute
the mission, train for the next big event, and take care of each other.
The Coast Guard Reserve just celebrated its 74th birthday; it was inspiring to share this day
with OS2 Steven Markley as he qualified as a Communications Unit Controller (CUC) at Sector
St. Petersburg. Oftentimes when the topic of Operations Specialist competencies comes up the
common answer is, “the depth of knowledge and time to attain proficiency exceeds a reservist’s
time limitations.” Thanks for proving us wrong Steve! And a special thanks to OSCS Rick Burke
and his crew for putting in the time and giving the encouragement that facilitated this significant
accomplishment.
It’s important to put a plug in for our Chief Petty Officers Academy. This opportunity is an
important part of our Chief’s Mess professional development. The importance of attending and
networking with your fellow Chiefs can’t be overstated. If you are wearing anchors and haven’t
attended please look at it as a benefit rather than a chore. Attendance and “buy-in” will pay
dividends, while failing to attend will eliminate your opportunity to advance.
Quality of life is always a top concern. For reservists being assigned within a reasonable
commuting distance (RCD) to your place of residence is among one of the most frequent
challenges we face. Reserve Personnel Management (RPM) has been very responsive to take
corrective action when an assignment just doesn’t make sense. If you find you are in a travel
situation that is just unsustainable, work through your chain of command with RPM and at least
determine what options are available. Oftentimes I’m hit up at all hands with RCD concerns that
the member has just become resigned to the fact that they have to just suck it up. Please if you
are in a bad spot, reach out for help.
MCPO-CG Steve Cantrell and I share a common goal; let’s do everything as smartly as possible
and where we find policies, procedures, and practices that no longer make sense let’s devote
time and energy to driving towards wise changes. We need to ensure the men and woman of the
Coast Guard are able to attain mission excellence without undue risk or hardship. It is our duty
to be your voice in eliminating the road blocks preventing you from performing to the highest
potential possible.
Thanks for the support I’ve received since assuming the watch; it is outstanding to have
members pulling in one direction. The results are clear as I visit places like Station Miami Beach,
Sector Southeastern New England, PSU-313, and an outstanding Chiefs Call To Indoctrination in
Philadelphia. Chiefs are leading and looking out for the troops, while the members are attaining
certifications and building proficiency in craft. I’m looking forward getting a chance to meet
more of our Reserve Force and gathering more of your input.
Most importantly, I thank each of you for your service. Keep up the great work; this is an
exciting time to be a member of the Coast Guard Reserve!
Semper Paratus.

Master Chief Petty Offcer
Eric Johnson
U.S. Coast Guard
Reserve Force Master Chief

"Let’s do
everything
as smartly as
possible and
where we
fnd policies,
procedures, and
practices that
no longer make
sense, let’s devote
time and energy
to driving towards
wise changes."
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The Coast Guard Reserve: 74 Years of Reliable Response

Vice Commandant Vice Adm. Peter Neffenger addresses those attending the celebration of the Coast Guard Reserve’s 74th Anniversary, Thursday, February 19,
2015 at CG Headquarters in Washington, dC.
Photos by Chris Rose, Reservist Magazine

By Rear Adm. James Heinz,
Director of Reserve and Military Personnel
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effectively respond as the Coast Guard’s
“force in garrison.”
Today most Coast Guard Reserve
One of the world’s most famous war-time
personnel train under the direction of local
leaders, Winston Churchill once noted, “In
commands where they attain and hone their
battles two things are usually required of the
skills by supporting the Coast Guard’s day-toCommander-in-Chief: to make a good plan for
day operations. The skills and relationships
his army and, secondly, to keep a strong reserve.”
developed locally have proven invaluable
Since its creation by Admiral Russell Waesche, the
to the Service’s ability to lead, manage and
8th Commandant of the Coast Guard, on February
coordinate the national response to acts
19, 1941 the Coast Guard Reserve has time and
of terrorism, disasters or other domestic
time again proven itself to be that strong reserve
contingencies, both large and small. In
capability to which Churchill referred.
addition, reservists assigned to our eight Port
The Coast Guard Reserve, one of the seven
Security Units have been integral to Coast
Reserve Components of the Armed Forces, is
Guard’s ability to provide expeditionary
organized, trained, administered, and supplied
support the Department of Defense.
under the direction of the Commandant
Along with Coast Guard Reserve Force
through the Director of the Reserve and Military
Master Chief Eric Johnson, I wish to personally
Vice
Adm.
Neffenger
and
SK2
Victoriano
Personnel. And, as Director of the Reserve, I
thank each reservist, past and present,
take great pride in recognizing the 74 years of Castenada cut the cake at the Coast Guard
for
their unwavering devotion to duty and
steadfast and exemplary service the men and Reserve’s 74th Anniversary
commitment to the Reserve Component’s
women of the Coast Guard Reserve have given
motto of “Patriotism, Professionalism and
our Nation.
Preparedness.” It is this commitment and willingness to serve
Since its inception the Coast Guard Reserve has always been
which over time has made the United States Coast Guard Reserve
the Coast Guard’s force multiplier. In fact, during World War II
of such value to the Nation.
over 90% of the 214,000 members serving in the Coast Guard
Bravo Zulu and Happy 74th Birthday to the United States Coast
were reservist. And, while the Reserve force is significantly
Guard Reserve.
smaller today, it has repeatedly proven its ability to quickly and
— Republished from the CG All Hands Blog
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Smithsonian Institute Scientists and Coast Guard
Reservists Study Invasive Species in Ballast Water
Invasive species are one of the greatest threats to our
global ecosystems representing the second leading cause of
species extinction. Invasive species reduce biodiversity in
aquatic environments worldwide and cause severe economic
losses by altering commercial and recreational use of aquatic
environments. Scientists from the Smithsonian Environmental
Research Center are actively researching the characteristics
and longevity of potential invasive aquatic organisms in ballast
water. This research will provide a greater understanding of
ballast water management in an effort to reduce the likelihood of
introducing invasive aquatic organisms into U.S. waters through
ballast water discharges.
Coast Guard Reserve personnel at Marine Safety Unit Texas
City facilitated the ballast water research by escorting several
Smithsonian scientists onboard numerous vessels in the
Houston/Galveston area. The reservists used their shipboard
safety knowledge to ensure that scientists were given access
to ballast tanks, were supplied with proper personal protective
equipment, and transited on and off the vessels in a safe manner.
The dedication shown by the reservists at Marine Safety Unit
Texas City allowed for the scientists to meet internally set
goals by the Smithsonian Institute and furthered their current
understanding of invasive species dissemination due to ballast
water discharges.
— Submitted by MST3 Andrew Benson,
Marine Safety Unit Texas City, Prevention Team

MST3 Andrew Benson (top of gangway) escorts dr. Jenny Carney and
Ms. danielle Verna following one of their many vessel ballast water
discharge inspections.
Photo by dr. Kimberly Holzer

7th District Reservist Mixes Work,
International Travel and Volunteerism
In mid-November of last year, Lt.j.g. Tommy Brabson,
whose day job is an International Coordinator/Senior
Instructor at the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center as well as being a reservist assigned to the
7th Coast Guard District Intel Staff, traveled to the
International Law Enforcement Academy in Gaborone,
Botswana, Africa. While in Africa, Brabson instructed
42 Senior Law Enforcement Officials representing
Botswana, Benin, Burundi, Gabon, Cameroon, Togo,
and Congo on advanced interviewing and interrogation
methods. The interviewing training was part of a 6
week Law Enforcement Leadership Development
program covering multiple aspects of law enforcement
curriculum.
While engaging in this international partnership,
Brabson volunteered and assisted feeding orphans in
the local community of Old Naledi. The orphans, who
ranged in age from 3 to 17, sang traditional African
songs for the volunteers. Although many of the children
were homeless or suffering from a range of diseases,
they were pleasantly cheerful and appreciative of the
food they received. The food is provided by the local
church for the children each week.

Lt.j.g. Tommy Brabson, center, volunteered and assisted feeding orphans in the local
community of Old Naledi in Botswana, Africa.
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Coast Guard Security detachment Mayport boat crews conduct waterside security on the M/V

, a military cargo vessel.

MOL Jacksonville: More Than a Decade of Support
Starting in February 2003, in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom, over 190 Coast Guard reservists were mobilized to
USCG Group Mayport, Jacksonville, Fla. The Reserve contingent,
known as the Military Out Load or MOL, worked with the
Army’s 832nd Transportation Battalion, whose mission was
to synchronize Defense Transportation System surface cargo
movements. Operating in the Port of Jacksonville, activated
reservists established and maintained 24-hour security zones
and hazardous materials (HAZMAT) inspection teams. In the
first four months of operations, the teams provided protection
for over 30 ships and 3 million square feet of cargo, including
high explosives.
Shortly after the initial operation began, some reservists were
demobilized, but many remained on active duty for the next
two years, doubling the peacetime strength of boats and crews
in the port. MOL crews established and maintained 24-hour
stationary security zones around 51 Military Out Load vessels
during their uploads and downloads of military supplies, while
also enforcing mobile security zones around 64 MOL vessels and
Military Preposition Ships transiting the Port of Jacksonville.
Coast Guard Sector Jacksonville (formerly Group Mayport)
was established on August 16, 2005. Around this time, the
initial MOL “call up” developed into a long-term mobilization
that would span more than a decade. The waterside division
comprised of mostly Boatswains Mates and Machinery
Technicians, maintained ten 25-foot Response Boat Small (RBS) and was appropriately named Security Detachment Mayport
(SDM) and co-located with Station Mayport. The SDM’s primary
responsibility was to conduct security escorts and waterside
security zones around the MOL vessels. Often working extremely
long hours under less than ideal conditions, the members of SDM
ensured that the military equipment was protected and kept the
waterways of the Jacksonville Port safe for military transit.

10
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The shore-side division on Blount Island, primarily comprised
of Marine Safety Technicians, conducted vessel inspections and
landside security operations, while reporting directly to the
newly established Sector Jacksonville Prevention Department.
The Blount Island MOL team’s duties included assisting the
U.S. Army in ensuring that their military equipment arrived
safely overseas. Some of the work details included coordinating
with multiple security assets, conducting safety inspections,
and ensuring overall compliance with any HAZMAT to include
compatibility issues, undeclared HAZMAT, as well as blocking
and bracing concerns, structural serviceability of containers,
and proper shipping papers.
MOL personnel also supervised and acted as liaison for the
United States Marine Corps Prepositioning Program. Strategically
positioned around the globe, the Maritime Prepositioned Ships
(MPS) provided sufficient equipment, supplies and ammunition
to support a Marine Air-Ground Task Force for 30 days. MOL
personnel supervised and worked closely with the USMC and the
Navy’s Military Sealift Command on a regular basis to conduct
explosive load operations on an average of 6 vessels per year in
the Port of Jacksonville.
Lessons learned in the early years revealed that several
containers were being placed on a Captain of the Port (COTP)
hold due to safety concerns. Realizing that these issues would
continue to bottleneck necessary equipment in the ports and
prevent equipment from arriving to our soldiers in a timely
fashion, Jacksonville MOL members developed a plan to deploy
to Army installations to assist Department of Defense personnel
with packing the containers at point of origin. Taking the
proactive action of assisting Army soldiers with the packing
not only educated numerous soldiers, but eliminated almost
all COTP holds at the various ports where the equipment was
transported to be loaded onto MOL vessels. The deployments to

Army installations were so successful they were continued throughout
the remaining years of MOL operations, adopted by other Coast Guard
MOL units, and eventually were adopted by Container Inspection
Training Assist Team for oversight.
In June 2004, MOL personnel participated in supporting the 30th
G-8 Summit, a high profile meeting of world leaders. The area of
responsibility extended from Sea Island, Ga., the site of the summit,
to Savannah, Ga., where diplomatic staffs and press corps were
assembled; a distance of nearly 90 miles. MOL personnel and boat
crews took center stage as vital components of Maritime Security for
this international gathering. Waterborne operations that supported
the G-8 Summit extended around Sea Island, Jekyll Island, and St.
Simons Island, Ga.
In February, 2005, Operation Straight-Arm was initiated to
provide waterside security for Super Bowl XXXIX. MOL personnel
worked with CG active duty personnel as well as 32 other agencies to
provide waterside security at Jacksonville Municipal Stadium to make
Jacksonville’s first Super Bowl a success. The sector also provided 582
enforcement hours during Operation Phoenix, NASA’s first shuttle
launch since the COLUMBIA disaster.
As the operations began to slow down, in September 2013 the
personnel numbers at both Blount Island and Station Mayport were
reduced in anticipation of the end of the MOL mission. SDM retired
its name and the remaining SDM reservists integrated fully with
active duty at Station Mayport and Sector Jacksonville. Blount Island
personnel continued oversight of MOL/ MPS missions until the last
days.
After more than eleven years, the MOL mission drew down to a
successful conclusion. The ability of Coast Guard reservists to activate
and “hit the ground running” is a clear demonstration of the dedication
and commitment of our Reserve force. MOL Operations in Jacksonville
covered support of Operations Enduring Freedom, Iraqi Freedom,
Neptune Shield and New Dawn. The total number of MOL and MPS
vessels over the entire period was 466 to include over 8.5 billion square
feet of military equipment, as well as 50.3 million pounds of explosives.
Despite the huge amount of equipment that transited through
the Port of Jacksonville, there was never any loss of Department of
Defense equipment due to unsafe packaging or waterside security
breaches during the entire MOL operational period from February
2003 – September 2014. This serves as a testament to the expertise
and dedication of the hundreds of Reserve personnel activated to
support this critical support to the country’s national defense. And, it
speaks directly to the Reserve Component’s motto of Professionalism,
Preparedness and Patriotism.
— Submitted by Lt. R. Scott Bleicken,
Former Supervisor Military Out Load, Jacksonville

YNC Laurie Walsh (left) and MSTC Matthew Rouse present Sector Jacksonville with
a plaque with the history of the MOL operations as well as the names of all reserve
members called to active duty from 2003-2014.

Special Agent Richard Chesler of NOAA provides hands on
instruction to Lt.j.g. dennis Bradford on the proper installation of
the Turtle exclusion device (Ted).

Operation Panaeid
Partnership
On November 8th, 2014, members of the Sector
Jacksonville Reserve Vessel Boarding and Security
Team (VBST), along with members of the Florida Fish
and Wildlife Commission (FWC) and Special Agents
from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Office of Law Enforcement, conducted a joint
operation – Operation Panaeid -- in the area of St.
Augustine, Fla.
Operation Panaeid was coordinated by Maritime
Enforcement Chief Steve Zukowsky, who leveraged his
civilian experience as an FWC Lieutenant, and included
more than twenty participants. The joint operation
targeted commercial shrimping vessels in and around
the St. Augustine Inlet area and focused on their use of
the turtle excluder device (TED) attached to their nets.
Prior to conducting the boardings, Mr. Robert
Butts, Sector Jacksonville’s Commerical Fishing Vessel
Examiner, provided the group with training on the
Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety Examination program.
The operation resulted in 3 commercial shrimping
vessel boardings and 1 charter fishing vessel boarding.
The participating reservists received an orientation in
commercial fisheries enforcement while onboard the
vessels as well as gaining some initial training covering
Turtle Excluder Device (TED) enforcement.
One shrimping vessel received a written warning
from the FWC for having a TED rigged in the net with
an angle exceeding the maximum of 55 degrees. In
addition to gaining valuable commercial fishing vessel
experience, the operation continued to strengthen the
partnerships between Sector Jacksonville and maritime
law enforcement officials throughout Northern Florida.
— Story by Lt.j.g. Dennis Bradford,
Photos by MEC Steve Zukowsky
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Members of Port Security Unit 312 receive the 2014 Reserve Family Readiness Award at a ceremony at the Pentagon in Washington, d.C. February 27,
2015. Pictured from left are Master Chief Petty Offcer Timothy Beard, Command Master Chief PSU 312; Petty First Class Michael Canning, his wife Mina
Canning and their daughter, Olivia; Commander Tiffany danko, Commanding Offcer PSU 312; Hon. Richard Wightman, Jr., Principal deputy Assistant
Secretary of defense (Reserve Affairs); Rear Adm. James Heinz, Chief of the Coast Guard Reserve; Master Chief eric Johnson, Coast Guard Reserve Force
Master Chief; and Vice Adm. Norbert Ryan, Jr. USN (Ret.), President and CeO of Military Offcers Association of America.
Photo by Lt. Travis Thornell

PSU 312 Receives DoD’s Family Readiness Recognition
U.S. Coast Guard Port Security Unit (PSU) 312, home ported
in San Francisco received the Department of Defense’s (DoD)
2014 Reserve Family Readiness Award during a recognition
ceremony held at the Pentagon’s Hall of Heroes, Friday, February
27, 2015. The event was hosted by Mr. Richard O. Wightman, Jr.,
the Principle Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve
Affairs in conjunction with retired Vice Admiral Norb Ryan, the
President of the Military Officers Association of America.
Established in 2000, the DoD Reserve Family Readiness
Awards Program honors the top unit level family readiness
program in each of the seven Reserve Components. The
program recognizes the critical importance of family readiness
as the Nation continues to rely on significant numbers of
reservists to fill vital missions at home and overseas. Unit family
readiness programs enhance the deployability of Guard and
Reserve units and they represent a vital link to the many
networks supporting Reserve families.
PSU 312, one of the Coast Guard’s Deployable Specialized
Forces, was recognized for its efforts during a nine-month
deployment in support of Joint Task Force Guantanamo, Cuba
which was preceded by a three-month pre-mobilization training
period. Under the guidance of Commander Tiffany Danko, unit
personnel work closely with the CG’s Yellow Ribbon Program
(YRP) to ensure member and family readiness through a series
of events focused on connecting family members to a myriad of
CG Work Life support services during all phases of deployment.
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During the unit’s time in Cuba, family members received a
monthly newsletter with articles and photographs chronicling
a variety of individual member and unit activities. The unit’s
command ombudsman team, led by Ms Mina Canning, worked
to assist families of deployed members with disaster
preparedness. This proactive approach proved critical when an
earthquake struck Napa Valley in northern California and the
team was able to ensure the health and well-being of all affected
family members. In addition, deployed personnel coordinated a
fundraising event raising over $7,000 from the Guantanamo
Bay community to help the child of a unit member who had
been diagnosed with a rare form of cancer.
In an effort to keep members and families connected the unit
produced a video which was shown during the mid-deployment
YRP event. The video provided family members with “virtual”
up close and personal messages from their loved ones whom
they had not seen in over four months.
Rear Admiral James Heinz, the Coast Guard’s Director of
Reserve and Military Personnel, attended the ceremony along
with CG Reserve Force Master Chief Eric Johnson. “The members
of PSU 312 are a great reflection of the entire Reserve force,”
stated Heinz. “Their professionalism and proficiency is only
rivaled by their commitment to the well-being of their shipmates
and families.”
— Republished from the CG All Hands Blog

PSU 308 Crew Members Ready to Put Training into Action
Monday, Jan. 5 was not
only the start to another
work week for Port Security
Unit 308; it was the first day
of their nine-month long
deployment here at Joint
Task Force Guantanamo.
More than 70 new Coast
Guardsmen
disembarked
from their plane and walked
across the tarmac toward
security, the excitement to
start
their
deployment
was evident.
“I’ve been training really
hard, and I’m here with a lot
of great shipmates. I feel like
we’ll be able to carry out the
mission just fine,” said Petty
Officer 3rd Class Jantz
BM3 Kenneth Wallace, MK3 Matthew Connell, and MK3 Patrick Remson, descend the airplane after landing in
Sloane, boatswain mate.
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Jan. 5. These Coast Guardsmen are members of PSU 308 that will be relieving PSU 312 the
“We’re all trained for this
Joint Task Force Guantanamo Maritime Security detachment (MARSeCdeT), January 15, 2015.
mission, and we all know
what to do no matter
the situation.”
PSU 308 is a Reserve unit based in Kiln, Mississippi, that has
PSU 308 will provide force protection for the U.S. Naval Station
been around since 1998, with previous deployments to
Guantanamo Bay, in and around the harbor, and assist with the
Guantanamo Bay in 2008 and Kuwait in 2010. Many of its
JTF mission.
members are from the surrounding cities, some even travel from
“We’re definitely looking forward to participating and being a
a different state to drill each month, while others haven’t ever
part of the community here, and a part of the joint mission, even
ventured this far from home. Green said this is the first time a lot
the Naval Station mission,” said Cmdr. Ronzelle Green,
of them have deployed.
commanding officer. “We want to integrate with most of the
“I’ve never deployed before. I wasn’t qualified for the unit’s
forces here, and be a positive influence and still get the mission
last deployment to Kuwait,” Sloane said. “I was really excited
complete. We want to be considered a part of the community.”
when I found out that we were going to Guantanamo. I’ve worked
For some of PSU 308 this is not their first time here, Green and
the last four years to make sure that I would be qualified for
Master Chief Petty Officer Kenneth King, the senior enlisted
this deployment.”
leader for PSU 308, both deployed here for six months in 2002
Petty Officer 3rd Class Emmanuel Washington, machinery
with PSU 305.
technician, said this is not his first time away from home, but he’s
“Everything looks the same except a couple of things; it’s still
glad to be here with his shipmates.
the same joint mission – the mission has just expanded,”
After months of preparation, PSU 308 is finally here and ready
Green said.
to make their place in the community.
“I think things are going to go great here. Folks are
finally starting to settle in and figure out what’s what and
where’s where. They really understand the mission. The
biggest thing is understanding this joint community
environment and how we can really be a part of it,”
Green said.
— Story and photos by Army Spc. Amber Bohlman,
Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay -PAO, Staff Writer

Cmdr. Ronzelle L. Green (PSU 308) relieves Cmdr. Tiffany danko (PSU
312) as Commanding Offcer of the Joint Task Force Guantanamo
Maritime Security detachment (MARSeCdeT), January 15, 2015. The
MARSeCdeT is responsible for Maritime Force Protection in support
of U.S. Southern Command.
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Following a six-month deployment, members of U.S. Coast Guard Port Security Unit 312 buckle up as they head home to San Francisco from Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba Jan. 18.

PSU 312 Teamwork Key to Successful
Deployment and Return Home
The five-minute warning sounded, signaling the start of the
transferring authority ceremony here at Joint Task Force
Guantanamo January. 15.
Members from both units waited patiently in formation,
either ready to be relieved, or to begin their new mission after
years of preparation for a nine-month deployment.
For the U.S. Coast Guardsmen of Port Security Unit 312, the
ceremony signified that their responsibility for the Maritime
Security Detachment had officially been handed over to PSU 308
giving them the go-ahead to return home.
“It’s a little bit of a relief to know that we did a job well, and
that we got through and had a successful deployment,” said Lt.
Cmdr. Gennaro Ruocco, PSU 312 executive officer.
After nine months in country, members of PSU 312 are
thankful for the experience and training that they received from
this deployment and are ready to head home.
“This is my third deployment in the last six years, so it’s good
to have another come to a close. I’m just glad that everybody got
through it okay,” said Petty Officer 2nd Class Elan Svovoda,
maritime enforcement specialist. “It was a good experience for
the guys who haven’t deployed before and just more experience
for the guys that have.”
Ruocco said it was kind of bittersweet leaving the mission
behind, but it also made him feel good that they are going back
to their families.
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PSU 312 supported multiple training operations, in and
around the bay, provided security for U.S. Naval Station
Guantanamo Bay and JTF GTMO, volunteered their time to the
community and gave PSU 308 high standards to live up too.
The unit presented more than 50 awards to its members;
three received the Coast Guard Commendation Medal, 20 Coast
Guard Achievement Medals, 15 Commandant’s Letter of
Commendation Ribbons and 15 Military Outstanding Volunteer
Service Medals.
“Enjoy the time here in GTMO and some of the things that
they have to do, get involved in as much as possible and try and
be part of the community of Naval Station and JTF GTMO,”
Ruocco said.
“Just help each other out. Teamwork is what gets everybody
through especially people that have families back home,”
Svovoda recommended to those on their first deployment.
A few delayed flights later, 75 members of PSU 312 boarded a
C-17 Jan. 18 and waved their final goodbye to Guantanamo Bay
as they headed off to San Francisco, the place they call home.
“It’s a marathon not a sprint, take your time and enjoy the
mission,” said Ruocco in his parting words.
— Story and photo by Spc. Amber Bohlman, U.S. Army,
Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay -PAO, Staff Writer

Reserve Crews Help with “Greatest Show on H2O”
Members of Coast Guard Station Fort Lauderdale’s
Reserve team stepped in to help out their active duty
counterparts by covering a long night of patrols during the
city’s 43rd Annual Seminole Hard Rock Winterfest Boat
Parade Saturday, Dec. 13, 2014.
The boat parade, labeled the “Greatest Show on H2O,”
presents boat crews with countless hazards as it features
hundreds of private boats, giant showboats and corporate
mega yachts brilliantly decorated to entertain spectators
along the 12-mile journey down the Intracoastal Waterway.
“It is a really compact area, and we are there to make sure
people are being safe,” said Petty Officer 3rd Class Dan Jouve.
“The sheer number of people and the volume of alcohol
being consumed increase the possibility of boat crashes or
people falling overboard.”
Winterfest not only presents boating hazards, but there
are also thousands of people viewing the parade atop the
bridges, from their waterfront homes or by sitting on the
seawall.
“I was in the lead boat and our job was to make sure the
channel was clear,” said Boatswain Mate 3rd Class Myron
Desa. “The other boats were spread out to maintain a
presence, and to respond to an emergency wherever it
happened along the route.”

Reserve crewmembers play a vital role in augmenting
their colleagues by helping with several seminal events that
take place in the tropical locale, including Winterfest, Fort
Lauderdale’s Air and Sea Show and Fleet Week. "Anything
we can do to help out the active duty crews," said Masterchief
Petty Officer Charley Wade who provided 16 Reserve
crewmembers to help cover the event. "The scope of the
event is very large and we help by being here and taking
some of the burden off of them."
"Special events like the Winterfest Boat Parade are
perfect examples of why our Boat Forces Reserve members
are pivotal to the station’s success,” added Lt. Mark Ketchum,
Station Fort Lauderdale's Commanding Officer. “Our
operational tempo remains high year round, and the ability
to provide reserve boat crew capacity for surge operations
is a game changer. They know the area very well, are certified
to operate our boats, and integrate seamlessly with our
active duty crews and interagency partners. We couldn't do
it without them."
— Story by PA1 Jennifer Johnson,
7th District Public Affairs

A snippet of sights and sounds from the 43rd Annual Seminole Hard Rock Winterfest Boat Parade, dec.13, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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in 2007, then Petty Offcer 1st Class Alan Haraf, USCGR (far right) at Bob Hope Airport in Burbank, Calif., with a crew from Air Station Sacramento. This
was one of the many opportunities for Haraf to document the Coast Guard while a member of the Coast Guard Reserve.

Looking Back: How ‘Now or Never”
Turned into 19 Years of Meaningful Memories
As I stared out the terminal windows at Clearwater Airport in
October, 1995, waiting for my plane back to Chicago, I watched as
a Coast Guard C130 taxied for take off, and shortly thereafter, as
an HH60 Jayhawk came in for a gentle landing. The activity at Air
Station Clearwater, Florida, successfully drew me into another
world. My interest in the Coast Guard had piqued again.
“I would love to be part of the Coast Guard,” I said to myself for
the umpteenth time since graduating college. I believed in the
missions and I wanted to be part of a service that makes a
difference every single day. I knew it was now or never.
The next day after I arrived back home, I contacted a recruiter
to find out how I could become a part of the Coast Guard.
“Well, we have a PA billet open in Chicago,” the recruiter said.
“What’s a PA?” I asked.
“PA is short for Public Affairs Specialist. They work with the
media, write press releases, take photos, and help tell the Coast
Guard story,” he said.
This is too good to be true, I thought. That’s what I do in my
civilian job. What a match. It must be an omen. It was most
definitely now or never.
In the weeks ahead, I started the process, signed the papers,
took the oath and was in the Coast Guard: a PA3. I then did the
two-week reserve boot camp and the rest is history, as they say.
I spent my first eight years in the Coast Guard’s 9th District
doing my inactive duty for training (drills) and active duty for
training (typically 2 weeks) at the old Marine Safety Office Chicago
helping to tell the Coast Guard story locally.
But in 2004, I volunteered for an assignment that turned out to
be one of the best opportunities ever presented to me, the chance
to do eight months of short-term active duty (ADSW as it was
known back then) in Alameda, Calif., in the 11th District Public
Affairs office on Coast Guard Island.
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The learning curve was mighty steep when this Reserve PA1
arrived on the west coast. I never realized just how much I didn’t
know about the Coast Guard. But with the help and patience of
the great staffs at district and Pacific Area, I was able to grow
personally and professionally and help tell the Coast Guard story
on a much larger scale.
And what stories there were. Eight months eventually turned
into six years during which time I was involved in some amazing
assignments doing photography, writing, videography, crisis
communications and media relations on a scale unparalleled to
any civilian job. Some of those assignments included:
• An offload of more than 40,000 pounds of cocaine at Coast
Guard Island,
• Marine protection as two humpback whales traveled
through the San Francisco Bay and inland up the
Sacramento Delta and back,
• Shadowing the Coast Guard TRACEN Petaluma firefighting
team during forest fires in the Santa Cruz mountains,
• Meeting Kevin Costner and Ashton Kutcher on Coast Guard
Island during their promotional tour for “The Guardian.”
• Traveling to Honolulu to help on a Super Ferry case,
• Working a major oil spill in the San Francisco Bay,
• Security for the 2007 Major League Baseball All-Star game
in San Francisco,
• Hurricane Ike in Galveston, Texas in 2008,
• Transiting with, and photographing, Prince Charles and
Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, from Oakland to San
Francisco aboard an 87-foot patrol boat,

Reserve PAs from across the country convene for virtual training
Thirteen Reserve public affairs (PA) specialists from three
districts across the nation met to network, share their experience
and knowledge, and help each other acquire skills necessary to
fulfill their rate qualifications. And, they achieved this all without a
travel budget or travel for that matter.
In mid-January, PAs from the 5th, 7th and 11th Districts
convened using the Department of Defense’s online tool, Defense
Connect Online. The group listened to and engaged in 6 ten to
twenty minute presentations on the Freedom of Information Act,
fact-gathering, community relations, writing press releases, media
embarkation and news briefings. These aligned with specific
RPQs, and some “good to know” subjects designed to help fulfill
rate qualification requirements. Both junior and senior enlisted
petty officers offered thoughtful, creative and well-researched
presentations.
"Our Public Affairs team is not only leveraging technology to
support Reserve PA Force Management
goals and objectives, they are also
looking at the cost benefit of utilizing
their skills by focusing on collaboration
and networking,” notes Public Affairs
Senior Chief Marguerite DeMartino
whose role is to oversee training and
development of Reserve PAs.
The joint online training sessions
were the result of a brainstorming
session in the spring of 2014 between
PAC Sherri Eng (11th) and PAC Judy
Silverstein (7th). The duo began
discussing a joint training session idea
to help their crews attain qualifications.
They began exploring an appropriate
delivery tool and hashing out potential
curriculum. Operating in different time
zones, working full-time jobs, and going
to school made it challenging for both
PACs to hammer out details and work
through both technical and scheduling
issues. Engaging their respective crews,
they hosted the first joint training
between their respective districts on
Nov. 8, 2014 with eight reservist
participants in attendance. Topics
included copy-editing, providing initial

• Flying aboard an Air Station Sacramento C130 with the
Navy Leap frogs
Not all assignments were enjoyable, however. The most
difficult, by far, in my career as a Reserve PA was during the loss of
the CG1705 crew from Air Station Sacramento in 2009.
Since departing the 11th District in 2010, I attended the Chief
Petty Officer Academy, worked in the Joint Information Center at
Deepwater Horizon, helped in the Coast Guard Command Post at
the NATO Summit in Chicago, have been involved in more amazing
assignments in the Midwest, helped establish a Public Affairs
Detachment in Chicago, and later this year will conclude another
year of active duty.

public affairs support, fact-gathering and public affairs guidance.
PA Detachment Baltimore joined the Dec. 6, 2014 webinar with 13
reserve PAs from the three districts. Topics included AP Style
changes, 508 compliance, social media, release of information
during an incident, and preparing a Coast Guard spokesman.
The goals of the sessions have always been to:
• Improve networking and collaboration within
the rate
• Enhance skills sharing
• Develop presentation skills
• Help members attain critical qualifications
The sessions provided a great networking opportunity as many
PAs reconnected with one another – many had gone to ‘A’ School,
been stationed or deployed together. They further highlighted the
immense skills and experience embedded within the reservist
side of the PA rate. Given our
small numbers and limited
drilling hours, the webinars
proved collaboration is the key to
skills
development
and
enhancement. Perhaps more
importantly, it has fostered an
interesting and open dialogue
about key topics.
One of the highlights of these
training evolutions has been
learning about the incredible
skills and experience of PA
reservists. Participants have been
incredibly enthusiastic, adaptable,
creative and supportive of fellow
presenters, asking thoughtful
questions and offering tips and
tactics from their experiences. It
has been inspiring to hear an
array of perspectives and a lot of
food for thought has been offered.
Once technical glitches are
addressed, it is planned that
future sessions will include a
more
user-friendly
online
platform and inclusion of more
districts and reservists.

I share my story with my fellow reservists, particularly our
younger shipmates (and not just PAs), to highlight that you are in
charge of your Coast Guard career and can make it what you want
it to be. There are amazing opportunities in which to grow
personally and professionally, whether it’s leadership
development, exercises and drills, “C” schools, short-term or longterm ADOS, or volunteer opportunities during times of emergency.
Seek out those opportunities and take advantage of them when
and if you can. Your time in the Coast Guard will go by fast. Make a
difference. Don’t look back with regrets. For some of those
opportunities, it just might be — now or never.
— Story by PACS Al Haraf,
9th District Public Affairs, PADET West
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CoveR stoRy

ME1 Wesley Mundy, the 2103 Reserve Enlisted Person of the
Year, is meritoriously advanced to Chief Petty Offcer during a
ceremony onboard the USS Wisconsin in Norfolk ,Va., June, 17.
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As reservists it can be easy
to sail through our career as
passengers, though this is not
the reason why we initially
joined. Those Coast Guard
characteristics that drew us
to this service are the same
attributes which buoyed us
during those early days at
recruit training and remain in
our head and heart each time we
choose to reenlist.
We joined to protect, to
defend, to save and to shield. We
vowed to be Semper Paratus,
Always Ready for disruption to
and extraction from our civilian
lives with little or no notice.
What we asked to do is not easy. It is a juggling act where
each and every ball in the air is of great importance – duty
to service, duty to employer, and duty to family. Yet the duty
of all Coast Guardsmen, reservist and active duty alike, is to
remain ready, always.
We are required to be ready in such a way that when
orders are given, transition from our everyday world is
not only possible but carried out with minimal disruption,
because we have prepared, because we are ready.
When deployments come they can be as varied as the
missions the Coast Guard has been tasked to complete. Yet
few circumstances take us out of our element as much as
orders to sea. While few reservists have the chance to serve
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aboard cutters, time at sea is the heritage substance
of our service. Many life lessons can be drawn from
the rigors of life at sea. In reality, nearly each act of
maintaining a heading while under sail can be furled
into a metaphor that will guide us long after our time at
sea has come to an end.
The Coast Guard Cutter EaGLE is more than a
magnificent square rigger with tall sails and a storied
past. It is a training ship for future officers and all who
choose to learn her lessons.
It is through this lens that we dispatch to our fellow
reservists some observations and insights gleaned from
the ocean’s tutelage through the vessel EaGLE. To you we
send, Postcards from the Sea.
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up Close and peRsonal

This World War ii photograph shows SPAR Olivia Hooker, one of many minority women to frst wear a Coast Guard uniform
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U.S. Coast Guard Commandant Adm. Paul zukunft takes a photo with dr. Olivia J. Hooker, who had a building dedicated to her at Coast Guard Sector New
York in Staten island, New York, March 12, 2015.
Photo by Petty Offcer 3rd Class Ali Flockerzi

taking the lead to Chart a new Course
with grace and determination, yn2 olivia hooker carved a path
where none had been and changed the service forever
story by petty ofcer 1st Class gail e. dale
Where would any of us be if it weren’t for those who paved the
way before us? Many of us are where we are today because we
followed the footsteps of a few trailblazers who were not afraid to
make them. These trailblazers changed policies, procedures and
created a new status quo; one of these brave people is Dr. Olivia
Hooker.
Hooker, who was a schoolteacher in Columbus, Ohio, made U.S.
Coast Guard history on March 9, 1945, when she became the first
African American woman to enlist in the service. Her path to the
Coast Guard, however, began with the Navy. While in college,
Hooker and her sorority joined the campaign for the assignment
of African American women in the military without regard to race.
Once the service was open to African American women, Hooker
read the newspapers to see how many women would rush to join.
“No one flocked in to join,” she said. “Everyone was afraid to

join because the African American men were all assigned to the
stewards’ branch and weren’t allowed to do anything else. So,
after no one joined, and we had worked so hard to get that
privilege, I thought perhaps if I joined, and lived, others would be
encouraged to come,” she said with a slight laugh.
Hooker submitted her application to the WAVES, a Navy World
War II division that stood for Women Accepted for Volunteer
Emergency Service, but soon it was returned with a letter stating
there was a technicality with her application. After she resubmitted
the application a second time with the same result she wrote a
letter to the Secretary of the Navy at that time, asking him about
the technicality. He replied that he didn’t see anything wrong and
he would be glad to have her in the WAVES. Though by this time,
she had already started to think about joining the Coast Guard.

“I thought, well, the Coast Guard was part of the Navy
and my sister was working in a government office where
her boss told her that the Coast Guard was the best run of
the military services,” said Hooker.
Soon, she went to the Coast Guard recruiting office,
which was right across the hall from the WAVES office, to
inquire about enlisting in the SPARs, the Coast Guard
women’s reserve in World War II. The acronym SPAR
stood for Semper Paratus Always Ready.
“After a few weeks the Coast Guard sent an officer to
try to dissuade me from joining,” explained Hooker. “She
said ‘you’re helping your country by teaching and I don’t
know why you would want to give all that up when all
you would do is swab decks and wash pots and pans.’ I
thought, well, that’s what I do at home, wash pots, pans,
dishes and swab decks,” she laughed. “So I said, ‘well, if
other women are doing that, I think I can do it too.’”
The officer made Hooker promise that she would at
least think about it for a week. But once the officer left
her mind was made up. She went to the recruiter to sign
up.
“The recruiter was delighted; she wanted to be the
first one to put an African American into active duty,” said
Hooker. “The recruiter said ‘we have to have eight people,
we don’t send one person to basic training, so I’ll call you
when I get the eighth person.’ None of them, of course,
were African American, but she got seven more and off
we went to New York.”
Hooker, who had no military experience, was thrilled
to be headed to basic training at the Manhattan Beach
Training Station in New York but was completely unsure
Seaman Apprentice Olivia Hooker in March 1945, when she became the frst African
of what to expect. “I took a trunk full of luxuries. I was
American woman to enlist in the service.
amazed when I got there and they said ‘we’ll have to put
that trunk in storage; you can’t have a trunk in the
school] sent a tutor over every night,” Hooker recalled. “So instead
barracks.’ I was astonished, but I let them put it in
of doing our hair and doing our fingernails, we had to practice
storage,” she recalled with laughter.
Hooker was the first African American woman to report to shorthand until we came up to the standard, but we did. We
basic training but the day after she arrived, a second African graduated on time. It was fun, in a way, because we learned
American woman, Eileen Cook, reported for duty. Though the two something.”
Hooker was then assigned to the separation center in Boston
were put in different battalions, they soon became fast friends.
“We found each other immediately,” said Hooker. “[Eileen] said as a new yeoman third class. “The work was interesting because I
‘if you volunteer to wax the hall every morning and I volunteer to was assigned to the lieutenant in charge of the separation center,”
do the stairs then we can get together every day.’ So that’s what we she said. “I did the discharges, and a lot of the men came back
from WWII and they wanted to be sure all their commendations
did,” she said with another laugh.
Hooker acknowledges her camaraderie with Cook helped her were on their discharges and that sort of thing.”
Hooker enjoyed her work and the time she spent in Boston,
through basic training because, in Cook, she always had someone
she could talk to, though that’s not to say she felt discriminated never experiencing any outright discrimination.
“People were uncommonly good to us,” said Hooker. “There
against in any way. “Everything was very equal [in basic training];
there was no discrimination that I knew of,” said Hooker. “All of us was a woman in Haymarket Circle at a little snack bar and when
were considered to be molded. They worked very hard to mold us she saw us get off the streetcar she had our place set for us already
into what they considered to be a good graduate of basic training.” with coffee and a donut. So when we went in, we didn’t have to
After graduating basic training, Hooker took her trunk full of wait. We didn’t have any major challenges. Sometimes when we
luxuries and reported to yeoman “A” school. Though she passed would go to a restaurant that was a little upscale they would look
the shorthand test to get into the school, she struggled with this surprised, but I didn’t think that was necessarily color. I thought
requirement. While most of the women in her class had been there were some people that thought that women in uniform were
secretaries for large corporations with a lot of shorthand loose women and didn’t necessarily want them in their restaurant,”
experience, Hooker only had the knowledge she gained from a she laughed. “But, on the whole we did very well.”
Hooker fulfilled her service until the time came in 1946 when
one semester course in the subject during high school.
“There were six of us who didn’t write fast enough so [the the SPARs were being discharged. However, at this time Hooker
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was sick and her doctor kept her in as long as possible to care for
her. “I was sick at the time the SPARs were being discharged,”
explained Hooker. “The chief surgeon [at the hospital] kept
coming in telling me ‘they’re driving me crazy telling me I must
discharge you, but I will not discharge a sick SPAR.’ So finally, the
time for the appropriation for SPARs was running out. He came
one day and told me ‘well, they’re telling me I have to let you go
because you’ll be a woman without a country. You won’t be able to
be paid without an act of congress.’”
Ultimately, the doctor discharged Hooker, but explained she
could come back and be treated as a veteran. By this time, however,
she was told there was no one to do her discharge and that she’d
have to do her own. So Hooker did for herself what she did for so
many of the men returning from the war. She was the last SPAR
still serving, so once she finished her discharge papers the period
of Coast Guard history involving the SPARs came to an end.
At the time of her discharge, Hooker was a yeoman third class,
but when she received her service records in the mail it was noted
that she was a yeoman second class. Hooker figures that upon
discharge she was advanced so in the future she could receive
better veteran benefits. She had seen this happen with many of
the records she processed for the men.
Once healthy, Hooker used her military benefits to further her
education. “I wouldn’t have been able to go to graduate school
without the GI Bill,” said Hooker. “My savings were very small and
my family was not able to pay tuition for graduate school since
they were paying to send my younger sister to college. The GI Bill

was great. On the GI Bill you just went down to the bookstore and
showed your card and they just handed you the book free, for
nothing! I was delighted about that.”
Aside from the financial benefit from her service, Hooker
benefited from her yeoman training while attending school. In
classes she struggled in, she was able to use her shorthand skills
to transcribe her classroom lectures practically verbatim. Her
ability to create these effective study guides helped her pass her
courses. Hooker went on to attain a master’s and ultimately a
doctorate’s degree in psychology. For the majority of her
professional life, Hooker attended to the emotional and learning
issues of children.
Throughout the years Hooker has kept in contact with the
women she served with and has attended SPAR reunions all over
the country, from New London, Conn. to Portland, Ore. “Three of
us African Americans went to the reunion in Portland and the
other SPARs would come up to us and say ‘this is just for SPARs,’
because they didn’t know there had ever been any African
Americans in the SPARS,” said Hooker. “We would say, ‘well, we
are SPARs’ and they would be astonished.”
Today at 95 years of age and 64 years after her discharge,
Hooker recalls her service in the Coast Guard with amazing clarity
and fondness. Her braveness and determination to carve a path
where none had been changed not only the service forever but has
influenced the lives of so many service members who have
followed in her footsteps. �

dr. Olivia Hooker watches as a plaque, renaming the dining facility in her honor, is unveiled during a building dedication ceremony at Coast Guard Sector New
York in Staten island, New York, March 12, 2015.
Photo by PA3 Ali Flockerzi
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HeadquaRteRs update

From the Offce of Boat Forces
Submitted by Mr. Donald P. Hartmayer, Program Analyst, CG-731
I recently read an article about legendary Green Bay Packers
coach Vince Lombardi. Within this article was a story told by John
Madden, a Super Bowl champion coach and longtime
football broadcaster.
As a young assistant coach, Madden attended a coaching clinic
where Lombardi was a speaker. Madden was quite confident in
his football knowledge, so he found a seat in the back row and
prepared himself to endure the eight-hour lesson.
To his surprise, the subject of the all-day session was a single
play – the power sweep, which Lombardi made famous in
Green Bay.
At the end of the lecture, Madden was astonished by what
transpired and what he had learned. As he told the story, “I went
in there cocky, thinking I knew everything there was
to know about football, and Lombardi spent
eight hours talking about this one play.
He talked for four hours, took a break,
and came back and talked for four
more. I realized then that I
actually knew nothing
about football.”
So what does this
have to do with Boat
Forces and why do I
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share this with you now that football season is long over? Simply,
because there are lessons in Lombardi’s approach to coaching
and leadership that are as valuable today to every field of
endeavor as they were when Madden had his “A-HA!” moment.

Attention to detail:

Lombardi spent eight hours teaching a single play to a group of
people that were knowledgeable enough to be coaching the sport
themselves. I have watched videos of Lombardi teaching the
power sweep. The coach not only draws up the play but also
explains what each player must do, what he should see, and how
his role contributes to the success of the play. So very often it’s the
little things that make the difference between success and failure.
Lombardi tried to leave absolutely nothing to
chance. As he would tell his players, “Gentlemen,
we will chase perfection, and we will chase it
relentlessly, knowing all the while we can never
attain it. But along the way, we shall catch
excellence.”

Mastery of the subject:

Lombardi could spend eight
hours talking about something
this specific only if he had

mastered the subject. He had to know every single detail about
that play to be able to speak on it for that length of time. As a
leader, that type of knowledge inspires your boat crew to be
confident that you understand the task at hand and what it
takes to succeed. In Lombardi’s words, “Success demands
singleness of purpose.”

Clear understanding of each person’s role in
achieving excellence:
Lombardi was able to speak to what each person on his
team must contribute for the power sweep to succeed. Being
able to convey to each individual what he or she can do to
contribute to success is critical to achieving engagement with
crew members and getting them to work together. As Lombardi
said, “The achievements of an organization are results of the
combined effort of each individual.”

The importance of teaching:
Lombardi was a great coach and respected leader, but he
considered himself first and foremost a teacher. As a manager
or member of a boat crew, you must understand that you are
also a teacher. It is one of your most important roles. People
cannot be expected to properly execute any task that they do
not understand. Lombardi would say, “You cannot coach them
what they have not been taught.”
Just like John Madden realized, maybe we all need to ask
ourselves what we can learn from Lombardi’s eight
-hour lesson.
The above principles can be applied to your role in a boat
crew as well as striving to achieve the Commandant’s Direction,
“Service to Nation, Duty to People, and Commitment to
Excellence”.
Keep this in mind as Spring approaches and preparation for
the 2015 boating season begins.

The Offce of Boat Forces congratulates the following members who graduated from the
Reserve RB-S Boat Crew Member Course or the RB-S Coxswain Course at Training Center
Yorktown. These students persevered and trained through the cold weather and rough seas
this winter has delivered.

BZ to All!!
Reserve Boat Crew Member Course
Session #25
(05 JAN – 16 JAN 2015)
BM3 Austin Crocker - Station Boothbay Harbor
MK3 Ryan Dallavia - Station Buffalo
ME3 Darren Jensen - Station Mayport
MK3 Edward Klein - Station Atlantic City
BM3 Kyle Magenheimer - Station Cortez
FNMK Samuel Maugeri - Station Annapolis
MK3 Robert Rogers - Station Annapolis
MK3 William Vermeer - Station Annapolis
Session #26
(26 JAN – 06 FEB 2015)
MK2 Alex Burgos - Station Indian River Inlet
SN Luis Calimano - Station New York
IV2 Michael Carey - Station New York
MK3 Danny McCurdy - Station Pensacola
MK3 Sean Miller - Station Pensacola
ME1 Traci Mills - Station Tybee
BM3 Travis VonDessonneck - Station Rio Vista
ME2 Bridget Wyant - Sector Charleston

Session # 27
(23 FEB – 06 MAR 2015)
BM3 Miraj Berry - Station Castle Hill
ME2 Okan Dikiz - Sector New York
ME3 Radoslaw Kaczkowski - Sector New York
MK3 Jacob Will - Station Yaquina Bay
MK3 Michael Wahl - Station Port Canaveral
BM3 Erik Perez Saucedo - Station Calumet Harbor

RB-S Coxswain Course
Session #83
(06 OCT – 17 OCT 2014)
BM3 Alexander Cooley – Station Woods Hole
Session #85
(01 DEC – 12 DEC 2014)
BM3 Wesley Nicholls – Station Pensacola
BM3 Joseph Poupolo – Station Gloucester
BMC Gregory Stankatis – Station Coos Bay
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A Matter of Pride
Story by PA3 Joseph Betson, 7th District Public Affairs
Steven Henkind is the
quintessential teacher. That’s
why his service as a Coast Guard
Auxiliarist is an ideal fit.
Originally from New York,
Henkind currently resides in
Maitland, Fla. While he patrols
the Banana and Indian Rivers
near Port Canaveral, he sets
aside a portion of each year to
instruct navigation. Yet more
often than not, his classroom
does not contain chalkboards or
laptops, instead using sextants,
charts and the starry skies of
the Northern Hemisphere. It’s
his annual assignment aboard
the Coast Guard Cutter Eagle
where
Henkind
teaches
navigation.
“I feel very proud serving
and teaching aboard America’s
Steven Henkind aboard USCGC EaglE, while onboard he instructs cadets and offcer candidates in navigating
Tall Ship,” said Henkind.
at sea and also serves as the ship’s Quartermaster of the Watch.
His path to the Coast Guard
came after he completed a
bachelor’s degree in both physics and computer science from
sense of adventure and public service. “I have limited time, but
Cornell University, a master’s degree in computer science from
finding time for the Coast Guard is very rewarding and ultimately
New York University, a Ph.D. in biomedical sciences from The
it balances itself out,” he said.
City University of New York, and medical school at The Mount
For the past eight years, he has also served as an instructor
Sinai School of Medicine.
aboard
EaGLE, where he taps into his well-honed skills in
On the morning of September 11, 2001, Henkind’s path would
navigation. He instructs cadets and officer candidates in
change. Finishing a business meeting at the World Trade Center
navigating at sea. Additionally, he serves as the ship’s
in New York City, he faced a choice. While he had contemplated
Quartermaster of the Watch (QMOW).
going to the rooftop observation deck, the avid sailor opted
"It's very rewarding to see young people become future
instead to walk to the Coast Guard Regional Exam Center in
leaders
as they qualify as officers, you really see them grow up
Battery Park, to fill out paperwork required for his captain's
on the ship," he said.
license.
An early career highlight aboard the EaGLE was transiting the
That decision changed everything.
Panama Canal. Henkind said that’s because the canal is an
As New York City became Ground Zero, like so many people
interesting mix of both modern and traditional technologies.
on that fateful day, Henkind was inspired to serve his country.
"You've got the Panama Canal, which is probably one of the
His decision led him to join the Coast Guard Auxiliary where he
greatest engineering feats of all time, but the line-handlers are
could tap into his boat handling skills.
literally just guys in rowboats," he said laughing.
“The thing I primarily enjoy is combining my passion for
Another highlight was an interesting voyage to Great Britain.
public service and my love for being on the water,” he said.
“Because the EaGLE serves a diplomatic mission in addition to
Initially, Henkind served at Coast Guard Station Eaton's Neck
its training mission, the Captain was able to arrange a behindin New York, earning his crewmember qualifications. While
the-scenes tour of Westminster Abbey in London."
assigned there, he participated in search and rescue cases and
Henkind’s trips aboard the EaGLE have taken him across the
conducted waterway safety patrols along with other Auxiliarists
Atlantic Ocean. He recalled a half-month trip that began with
and reservists.
stormy seas. Recalling the turbulence, he explained how a large
“It was one weekend every month, sometimes more," he said,
piece of kitchen equipment was torn from its bolts, sending it
“I was a qualified crewman aboard the 41-foot Utility Boat and
crashing down on the deck near his quarters.
25-foot Response Boat. It was very different work from IT or
While he admits to a certain fascination with the sea since
medicine,” he said.
boyhood, he also mentions a fear of heights. Onboard EaGLE he
By day, Henkind works as a healthcare and information
systems executive. But it’s the Coast Guard Auxiliary that offers a
makes a point of facing that fear by climbing the rigging.
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Sometimes, he scrambles well over a hundred feet above deck.
Future plans include a move from Central Florida to the Tampa
Bay area where he hopes to become more involved with both
active duty and Reserve units. Yet he knows he’ll be most at home
finding a niche that defines his greatest skill - the ability to impart
knowledge to others
“He’s very, very intelligent and he’s a good teacher,” emphasized

Lt. Cmdr. (ret.) Albert Daniels. “As far as teaching goes, he excelled
almost instantly, and in a very efficient and effective way.”
Though accomplished and successful in his Auxiliary and
civilian careers, Henkind remains humble, and even a bit modest.
"It's an honor and a privilege to be able to serve in the Coast
Guard," he said. "I hold it as a matter of pride that I do this," he
said. �

U.S. Coast Guard Reservist Becomes a U.S. Citizen
Lt. Cmdr. Kevin M. Tyrrell, 1st District Public Affairs, Reserve Public Affairs Offcer
On December 4, 2014, one of the newest
members of the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve,
Seaman Stiven Mesa, became a U.S. Citizen.
He participated in a Naturalization
Ceremony at Faneuil Hall, a building rich
with American history located in the heart
of Boston, Mass., and a fitting place to
welcome the newest citizens of this
country.
In 2001, Mesa, then only ten years old,
moved to the United States from Colombia
with his brother and parents. In Colombia,
Mesa’s mother was a stay-at-home mom
and his father worked for a successful
graphic design and printing company. After
visiting the United States on vacation, they
realized that this country could offer many
more opportunities than their homeland.
While they were successful in Colombia,
his parents moved here in the hopes of
providing an even better future for their
children. Mesa and his family are first
generation immigrants and decided to
settle in Boston. Mesa’s father found work
in the service industry to support the family. His mother continued
her job as a stay-at-home mom, taking the time to teach herself
English while raising her two boys.
Mesa first became interested in the uniformed services while in
high school. This is where he joined the U.S. Army Reserve Officer
Training Corp (ROTC). After graduating from high school in 2008,
Mesa attended a two year theology program, which was sponsored
by the Sacred Heart Church in East Boston and paid for by the
Archdiocese. After completing the theology program, Mesa worked
as a live-in building superintendent in the North End of Boston,
overseeing eleven buildings. He often passed by Coast Guard Sector
Boston. Mesa said “passing by this Coast Guard base made me
curious about what the Coast Guard does. After learning about their
many missions, I started wondering how I could be a part of it.”
In 2011, Mesa was hired by Boston Centers for Youth and
Families (BCYF), a department within the City of Boston, as a full
time life guard and swim instructor. This new life saving job and his
knowledge of the Coast Guard inspired him to find out more about
the Reserve Program. Mesa said he wanted to do something that
involved the disciplinary requirements of wearing a uniform and
wanted to find a way to give thanks to the country that took him and
his family in a decade prior.
In 2014, after enlisting in the Reserve, Mesa started boot camp

SN Mesa proudly displays his Citizenship Certifcate.

at the Coast Guard Training Center in Cape May, N.J. Mesa said that
“boot camp was difficult, but looking back, it was a great experience.”
He said he is “thankful for being given the opportunity to join such
a great organization.”
Mesa chose to become a yeoman because he feels he can
contribute to the overall mission by understanding the inner
workings of the Coast Guard and providing an essential service to
his fellow Coast Guard shipmates. In the role of a yeoman, Mesa will
be able to directly support Coast Guard members and their families,
allowing those members to focus on their various missions to get
the job done. He will attend the Coast Guard’s eight week Yeoman ‘A’
School program during 2015.
For many people, navigating all the steps it takes to become an
U.S. citizen can be a daunting task. Mesa successfully accomplished
this by setting clear goals and following through every step of the
way. Becoming a U.S. citizen will certainly open doors for him and
he hopes to eventually get a job in law enforcement. But for now he
really enjoys his current position teaching kids to swim and
protecting lives in Boston.
Seaman Mesa takes great pride in his new citizenship and role as
a member of the Coast Guard Reserve. “My family and I are so
grateful for the opportunities this country has provided. It’s terrific
to be able to give something back.” �
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Grassino Honored Following 28 Years of Service
On Saturday, October 18, 2014,
family, friends, Coast Guard active,
reserve, and retired members from
across the country gathered in Shell
Knob, Mo., to honor Coast Guard Capt.
Robert J. Grassino’s retirement after 28
years of dedicated service. His faithful
and distinguished service included
tours at CGRU Leavenworth, Kan., CGRU
Omaha, Neb., MSU St. Louis, PSU-308
Gulf Port, Miss., ISC St Louis, CGRU
TRANSCOM Scott AFB, Ill. (two tours),
PSU-307 Clearwater, Fla., CGHQ
Washington, DC, and CGRU NORTHCOM,
Peterson AFB, Colo. Highlights of his
tours
included
two
overseas
deployments and selection and
assignment as an Executive Officer and
Commanding Officer of a Port Security
Unit and CG Unit assigned to a
Combatant Command. Family members
in attendance included his wife Renee,
daughter Melissa, their son Joe,
daughter-in-law Amy, granddaughter
Saige and grandson Keaton.

Gathered for a post-ceremony photograph were (l-r) Cmdr. Scott C. Hale, Capt. Grassino, Capt. Timothy J.
espinoza and Lt. Cmdr. edward W. Ahlstrand.

First District
Reservist Retires
ME1 Ralph DiLisio was recognized by his
Port Security Unit 301 shipmates during his
retirement ceremony in December. Cmdr. Louis
Luba presented DiLisio with the Coast Guard
Achievement Medal, while Lt. Michael Gulla
presented him with a shadow box on behalf of
the PSU 301 crew. DiLisio’s wife Cheryl and
daughter Alyssa were presented with flowers
from PSU 301 for their dedication to their
spouse and dad during his long and
distinguished career. ME1 DiLisio then
presented his wife with a Military Spouse Medal
and his daughter with a Military Child Award.
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USCGR Retiree among Veterans
recognized by Florida Governor
PSCM Philip Williamson, USCGR (ret.), was among hundreds of Florida
military veterans who were recognized for the service during a ceremony
held at the Florida Army National Armory in Pensacola, Fla., on 03 July
2014.
Governor Rick Scott presented recipients with the “Governor’s Veterans
Service Award” which honors Floridians who have served in the U.S.
Military. In his remarks Governor Scott stated, “It is an honor to be with so
many veterans today and to recognize them for their service and sacrifice.”
The front of the “Governor’s Veterans Service Award” medal depicts
the Great Seal of the State of Florida. The back of the medal displays the
five seals representing the five branches of U.S. Military with an inscription
that reads “Honoring Those Who Served.”

Retirement List
RET-1
(Retired With Pay)
NOVEMBER 2014

Cmdr. Terry J. Weeks
Lt. Cmdr. Dominick F. Passanesi
ENG4 Keith A. Selthofer
MLES4 Uwe Nehring
BMCM Eric J. Renker
BMCM Thomas M. Wietecha
SKCS Terressa L. Hass
EMC Todd M. Boxrud
ETC Douglas E. Maines
HSC Enrique Dominguez
MEC Joseph D. Beverly
MEC Robert D. Black
MEC Leslie W. Brown
MEC Edward M. Owens
MSTC Michael B. Lee
PAC Donald R. Wagner
SKC Suzanne C. Strawn
AD1 Geary S. Hancock

EM1 Gary L. Coulter
ET2 Martin N. Marek
FS1 Jacques B. Davis
MST2 Peter G. Salatino
OS2 Bradford D. Robinson
PS2 Harald H. Forte
BM3 Robert M. Jacob
BM3 Victor R. Torres

DECEMBER 2014

Capt. Forest A. Willis, Jr.
Cmdr. Carol Moraway
Lt. Cmdr. Dennis M. Seehaus
Lt. Deborah S. Rockafellow
ISS4 Thomas P. Lally
MECM Peter J. Vickerman
YNCM Linda S. Kentsch
MEC Roy Handy
SKC Forrestine J. Cotton
BM1 Terry W. Sercovich

EM1 Nathaniel D. Hurd
IV1 Robert A. Fletcher
PS1 Donald G. Elferink
PS1 Gary W. Feazelle
YN1 Pauline Davis
YN1 Raymond A. Kaforey
BM2 Christopher L. Wolford
ET2 John A. Smalling
MK2 William D. Hartwick
MK2 Ronald J. Pugsley
SK2 Paul R. Trotman
BM3 Ronald R. Paradis
OS3 Phillip L. Daastol

JANUARY 2015

Capt. Robert J. Grassino
Cmdr. Michael J. Hanratty
Cmdr. Joseph J. Riordan
Cmdr. John S. Stewart
Cmdr. Michael P. Strom

Lt. Cmdr. Kent L. Booher
Lt. Cmdr. Alvin M. Crickard
Lt. Cmdr. Kirk I. Ehnisz
Lt. Cmdr. Stephen L. Holcomb
Lt. Cmdr. Wayne M. Lundy
Lt. Cmdr. Paul J. Prince
BMCS Ronald V. Simonson
IVCS Kevin J. Stanton
MKCS David R. Arruda
MSTC Teresa L. Dilley
MSTC Edward J. Stribrny
PSC Andrew Carrillo
SKC Claudia A. Mullen
MST1 Edwin L. Johnson
SK1 Wendell L. Whitaker
BM2 Harry Godwin
MK2 Bradford H. McPhail
PS2 William J. Smith

RET-2
(Retired Awaiting Pay)
NOVEMBER 2014

Cmdr. Troy A. Dixon
Lt. Cmdr. Jill A. Creigh
Lt. Cmdr. Rodney E. Evans
Lt. Kathleen P. Hammond
Lt. Thomas I. Hughes
ENG4 Gregory Ressio
MLES4 Rodger L. Guest
ELC2 Steven C. Estep
BMCS Anthony W. Ferguson
EMCS Darin V. Farrell
MECS Ralph S. Barrea
OSCS David B. Hydock
DCC Joseph R. Donovan
GMC Lynn C. Chambliss
ITC David L. Swain
MKC Gregory C. Ramberg

YNC Charlton W. Day
OS1 Clinton C. Mingus
BM2 Trent C. Clark
GM2 Timothy R. Alcuri
MK2 Francisco J. Negrete
MST2 Margin L. Stepherson

DECEMBER 2014

Capt. Carol A. Pollio
Cmdr. Robert R. Burke
Cmdr. Mary J. Zvara
F&S4 Daniel Yerushalmi
PERS2 Troy L. Merritt
MECM Katrina Hutcherson
BMC Conn D. Dillingham
BMC Dennis C. Krakowski, Jr.
BMC Luis F. Olmo

FSC Victoria M. Snyder
MSTC David M. Leitinger
MSTC Matthew M. Rouse
ME1 Ralph J. DiLisio
SK1 Armando Plascencia
SK1 Eugene White
AMT2 Timothy W. Shumaker
MK3 Michael D. Rushing

JANUARY 2015

Capt. Kenneth J. Anderson
Cmdr. Michael W. Jackson
Cmdr. John P. Schallau
Lt. Ernest A. Payton
BOSN3 DeMarque B. Undershill
MECM Glen G. Fuhs
MKCM Charles A. Anderson

MKCM Sean P. Lynch
BMC Gregory J. Adkins
BMC Paul F. Keough
DCC Derrick S. Kraft
MKC Billy J. Ward, Jr.
YNC Cynthia L. Roberts
YNC Kimberley B. Valenzuela
IT1 Carlos E. Ramirez
MK1 Francis E. Pierannunzi
ME2 Michael V. Neal
MK2 Nathan Bell
YN2 Dondrell M. Dyson
YN2 Gail T. Smith
— Compiled by
YNC Joseph R.
McGonagle,USCGR (ret.)
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A portrait photograph of Captain Healy taken on the quarterdeck of his most famous command, the Revenue Cutter Bear, with his pet parrot, 1895.

Cutters, cannibals and Siberian reindeer:
The fourth Healy brother got his education on the frozen ocean
Story by John M. O’Toole
Editor’s Note: Mr. O’Toole retired from the Coast Guard Reserve in 1986 at the rank of Lt. Cmdr. He is the author of Tornado! 84 Minutes,
94 Lives. This article originally appeared in the September 7, 1994, issue of the Worcester Magazine.
I greatly enjoyed Albert Southwick’s account of the Healy
brothers (“The Black Irishmen of Holy Cross” – WM 8/10),
who received Jesuit educations at fledgling Holy Cross College
and who went on to distinguished service in the Catholic
Church, including, in one case, the attainment of a bishopric.
Unmentioned by Southwick, however, was the fourth son of
Georgia planter Michael Healy and his emancipated wife, Eliza.
Named for his father, young Michael Healy had no interest
in pursuing formal education, so while still a youth he went
to sea, joining the Revenue Cutter Service, the seagoing law
enforcement branch of the U.S. Treasury.
Although a believing and practicing Catholic, Mike utterly
lacked the genteel polish of his educated siblings. He swore
ferociously, drank heavily, and was both handy and ready with
his fists.
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By 1868, the year after the U.S. purchase of Alaska from Russia,
Healy had worked his way up to commissioned status as third
lieutenant aboard the cutter RuSH, as he made his first voyage
into Arctic waters and witnessed first hand the decimation of
the seal population through wanton and illegal slaughter.
The year 1879 saw Healy commanding officer of the cutter
CORwin, and the major representative of the United States
government in Alaskan waters. His areas of responsibility were
broad, as was his discretionary authority. Although it had been
acquired from Russia a dozen years earlier, the United States had
made no systematic or sustained effort to bring American law
to the huge northern territory. Mike Healy now found himself
given that responsibility and he quickly began proving himself
equal to the task.

He apprehended, tried and fined unscrupulous white men
who had been selling liquor to Indians and Eskimos in violation
of the 1868 act of Congress prohibiting such traffic. He arbitrated
disputes over fishing rights and rescued shipwrecked sailors.
He was equally ready to sail west to Kamchatka or the
Siberian coast in case of sudden calamity, such as outbreak of
plague or threat of starvation. The Russian authorities came to
prize Mike Healy as an indispensable arm of their own marine
law enforcement system.
As captain of the CORwin in 1879, he approached Sevak, a
village on the coast of St. Lawrence Island. Puzzled at the lack of
native canoes which had always before approached the eagerlyawaited CORwin, Healy went ashore in a small boat, where
he found the village’s entire population dead of starvation. At
a second and larger village, the same sight greeted Healy; so
many score of dead Eskimos that his crew did not attempt to
bury them. Natives from a nearby village told Healy what had
happened.
An American ship had arrived with a cargo of rum, which
was traded for sealskins and walrus ivory. The Eskimos had
spent the weeks of summer drinking rum instead of pursuing
whales, while the whites tarried to enjoy the native women.
When the ship left, the Eskimos in both villages, already
debilitated, grew progressively weaker. Finally, one by one, they
died of starvation.
Earlier on the same voyage, Healy had come upon six
survivors of an icebound New Bedford whaler at desolate Point
Hope. The bodies of some of their dead companions showed
clear evidence of cannibalism. Many of the CORwin’s officers,
outraged, demanded that the survivors be left to their fate.
Healy overruled the officers, stubbornly insisting that none

of them, nor any other man, knew what he would do in such a
situation. The men were taken aboard, and although shunned
by officers and crewmen alike, Mike Healy sat with them, talked
with them and heard the horrifying details of their ordeal;
whereupon he was more firmly convinced than every that his
decision had been the right one.
Named as prospective commanding officer of the cutter
BeAR in San Francisco in late 1885, Healy protested that the
ship was unsuited to Arctic operations, but was ordered to
take command the following year, under protest. In early 1887,
Healy and his crew steamed north from San Francisco. He would
captain the BeAR for eight years, and would soon come to a
far higher opinion of his sturdy vessel, which would continue
operating in the Arctic, under a succession of commanding
officers, until 1926.
The first voyage involved steaming through steadilythickening floes, then inching forward through dense pack ice.
Healy’s cutter became the nation’s first icebreaker, rescuing
in its course the crews of three vessels whose sides had been
crushed by the pressure of the ice. Under Healy’s practiced
hand, the BeAR forced its way to Point Barrow on Alaska’s
Arctic Ocean shore.
In 1890, after years in pursuit of Arctic lawbreakers, Mike
Healy acquired an unlikely ally with whom he would work
closely and effectively for several years. The Rev. Sheldon
Jackson was a diminutive bundle of missionary zeal, a fervent
Presbyterian and Republican whose intense lobbying efforts in
Congress and personal acquaintance with President Harrison
had secured him an appointment as federal education agent
in Alaska.

The leadership cadre of the Revenue Cutter Bear in the Summer of 1895. BACk Row: Dr. Bodkin, Engineer Coffn, LT Daniels, LT white, LT Emery;
FRoNT Row: CH ENG Schwartz, CPT Healy, ENG Dorry, LT Buhner, Carpenter Cain, Master At Arms Baundy. Photo from the scrapbook of John M. Justice.
USCG Historian
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With Jackson at his side, the hulking, taciturn Healy saw to
the establishment of missions and schools, often erected with
cargoes of lumber carried aboard the BeAR. One wonders with
amusement what Mike’s brother James, by then a Catholic bishop
thought of this well-publicized partnership.
Early in his Arctic service, Healy had been impressed with
the relative wellbeing that large herds of domesticated reindeer
afforded the Siberian natives living along the west coast of the
Bering Sea. Between them, Healy and Jackson came up with the
idea of purchasing some of these animals and transporting them
to the Alaskan side of the Bering Sea where, it was believed,
they would multiply and effectively replace the dwindling
herds of barren-grounds caribou, which had been decimated by
overhunting.
The cost of purchase and transport of the first dozen animals
in 1891 was borne by Presbyterian mission funding, but a trip
to Washington by Jackson brought long-term Congressional
funding, so that in 1892, 53 more reindeer were brought to
Alaska, followed by a hundred or so in each remaining year of
the decade, by Healy and other cutter captains. With the reindeer
from Siberia came a number of Chukchi herdsmen, men with
long experience in caring for the animals. Many of the men would
remain to become permanent residents of Alaska.
Though Captain Healy zealously hunted down and prosecuted
the traders who sold liquor to natives, he was himself
progressively addicted to whiskey, engaging in periodic bouts
of heavy drinking, doubtless due at least in part to the frequent

and lengthy periods of separation from his wife, as well as to the
penetrating Arctic chill, to which the Georgia-born Healy, despite
decades of far-northern service, never really adjusted.
Although Healy denied that his drinking interfered with
the discharge of his various duties, his superiors, on several
occasions at least, thought otherwise. After reports that Healy
had unjustifiably boarded an American sealer and maltreated
several of her crew, Captain Healy was court-martialed in San
Francisco, but was found not guilty on all charges. In view of the
previous reprimands for drunkenness and misconduct, however,
(one dating back to 1872) Healy was to be denied command of a
cutter for a period of two years.
In 1900 and again in 1903, he was involved in serious incidents,
in one of which he would probably have been convicted, had he
not been judged temporarily insane. Healy went ashore for the
last time in 1903 and was dead the following year.
In 1894, the year before Healy relinquished command of the
BeAR, a New York Times reporter wrote of the man who deserves
much of the credit for the transformation of coastal Alaska
during the previous 15 years: “He is the ideal commander of the
old school, bluff, prompt, fearless, just. He knows the Bering Sea,
the Straits, and even the Arctic as no other man knows them.”
During Mike Healy’s life, his boisterous, intemperate ways
must often have been a source of embarrassment to his cleric
brothers and sisters. But then none of the others had ever
happened upon villages of the dead, nor discovered the terrible
secret of the marooned whalers of Point Hope. �

Crewmembers aboard the Bear hoist reindeer from Siberia, Aug 28,1891, for transport to the Alaskan side of the Bering Sea.
USCG Historian
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Rear Adm. Parker (right) presents the Navy and Marine Corps Medal to Charles W. david Jr.'s widow Kathleen, and their son, Neil, at Coast Guard
Headquarters. david, a mess attendant aboard the CGC COMMaNCHE, gave his life to rescue his executive offcer, Lt. R. W. Anderson (left), and
others from the North Atlantic Ocean in Feb. 1943.

The Story of Charles Walter David, Jr:
African-American Hero of the Greenland Patrol’s Cutter COMANCHE
Story by William H. Thiesen, Ph.D., Atlantic Area Historian, United States Coast Guard
For many individuals it takes a lifetime to learn the skills of
leadership, while others come to it naturally. African-American
Coast Guardsman Charles Walter David, Jr., served in the Coast
Guard early in World War II, at a time when African-Americans
were generally restricted to service in only a few enlisted ratings.
However, David knew instinctively how to lead others despite
barriers imposed by the segregated American society of the midtwentieth century.
Charles David was a unique Coast Guardsmen in every way.
Mess Attendant 1/c David reached the ripe old age of twentysix during his time on board the cutter COMANCHE in the Coast
Guard’s Greenland Patrol, making him one of the ship’s older
enlisted crewmembers. He already had a family at home in New
York City when many of his shipmates had just learned how to
shave. At well over six feet tall and 220 pounds, David’s stature
could intimidate men; however, David counted many friends
among the cutter’s crew of sixty. He had a natural talent for
music, playing the blues harmonica in jam sessions with his
white shipmate, friend and saxophone player Storekeeper 1/c
Richard Swanson. The characteristic that distinguished David
was his loyalty to the crew and natural inclination to the service’s
core values of “honor, respect and devotion to duty.” This last

fact seems even more astonishing given the second-class status
African-Americans held in the military at that time.
David demonstrated his devotion to duty and concern for
fellow shipmates in February of 1943, while COMANCHE served
as a Coast Guard escort for the three-ship Convoy SG-19, bound
from St. Johns, Newfoundland, to southwest Greenland. Weather
conditions during the convoy’s first few days proved horrendous
as they usually did in wintertime in the North Atlantic. The
average temperature remained well below freezing, the seas
were heavy and the wind-driven spray formed a heavy layer of
ice on virtually every exposed surface of COMANCHE’s deck, guns
and superstructure.
Coast Guard cutters not only fought the elements, they
fought an ever-present enemy lurking in the frigid waters as
German U-boats hunted the convoys bound for Greenland. A
little after midnight in the cold morning of February 3, 1943,
German submarine U-223 attacked one of the convoy’s vessels.
The u-boat torpedoed the U.S. Army Transport DORCHESTER,
which carried over 900 troops, civilian contractors and crew.
Two hours later, the escort commander ordered COMANCHE to
the scene of the disaster to screen rescue efforts by the other
Coast Guard escorts. By this time, DORCHESTER had slipped
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had a raspy cough and, after his exposure to the
beneath the waves and those passengers and crew
frigid water and sub-freezing air temperatures,
that survived the sinking had taken to the water
he contracted hypothermia. Later, when
or lifeboats in the darkness. On recording the
COMANCHE delivered its DORCHESTER survivors
situation for those men in the water, the ship’s log
to an army base hospital in Greenland, doctors
noted, “all men in life jackets, lifeless.” However,
ordered an ambulance to retrieve David as well.
when COMANCHE’s lookouts spotted lifeboats
It was the last time his shipmates would see
full of freezing survivors, the crew threw a cargo
him alive. He became bed-ridden as his cough
net over the cutter’s port side. Charles David,
became full-blown pneumonia. David’s health
Dick Swanson and several shipmates, clad only in
declined rapidly and, within a few weeks, David
ordinary un-insulated uniforms, swung into action
succumbed to the illness. It took a number of
as the cutter pulled alongside the boats.
weeks before Dick Swanson and COMANCHE’s
Racing against the clock and coping with waves
crew learned that their shipmate and friend had
ten feet high, David climbed down the forty-foot
died.
cargo net to lift DORCHESTER’s living yet frozen
In the final irony of David’s story, loved ones
survivors from the lifeboats onto the Comanche’s
back home believed he was buried at sea, when
deck. Swanson worked alongside David as they
Charles W. david Jr.
he was actually interred temporarily in the frozen
saved nearly 100 survivors from the lifeboats.
ground of Greenland. After the war, the service
At one point in the operation, COMANCHE’S
re-interred his remains at the Long Island National Cemetery at
executive officer Lt. Langford Anderson slipped and fell into the
Farmdale, Long Island, only a few miles from his family in New
frigid seas. Without hesitation, David plunged into water that
York City. For decades, Charles David’s widow had lived within
could kill within minutes and helped Anderson back on board
miles of his final resting place without knowing it. However, sixty
the cutter. After hoisting the last survivors on board COMANCHE,
years after his heroic deeds, the service undertook a systematic
David ascended the cargo net to the ship’s deck. Despite being
search for David’s immediate family and notified his next of kin.
six years junior to Charles David, Dick Swanson succumbed to
Charles Walter David, Jr., exemplified the Coast Guard’s
the cold and exhaustion and climbed no further than half way
core values of honor, respect and devotion to duty. Despite his
up. David encouraged his friend, yelling “C’mon Swanny. You can
secondary status in a segregated service, he placed the needs
make it!” But Swanson was too tired and frozen to go any further.
of others above his own and played a key role in the rescue of
David descended the net to Swanson and, with the aid of second
nearly 100 DORCHESTER survivors. For his heroic service, David
crewmen, moved Swanson’s motionless body back up to the
posthumously received the Navy & Marine Corps Medal, the
COMANCHE’S deck.
Navy’s highest recognition for wartime rescue and lifesaving. In
David went in harm’s way and risked his own life to save
1999, he was posthumously awarded the Immortal Chaplains
dozens of DORCHESTER survivors, COMANCHE’s executive officer
Prize for Humanity in the same ceremony that recognized famous
and his friend Dick Swanson. Swanson later described Charles
South African archbishop, Desmond Tutu. And, in 2013, the Coast
David as a “tower of strength” on that tragic night, even though
Guard commissioned David’s namesake, a Fast Response Cutter
David suffered a serious illness of his own while performing his
(FRC), the CHARLES DAVID, JR.
selfless feats of heroism. Days before the rescue operation, David

The U.S. Coast Guard Fast Response Cutter CHarlEs DaviD, Jr. (WPC 1107), moors at Mallory Square in Key West, Florida.
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Military Pay Changes
1/1/2015

What is changing:

What you can do to help:

•

•

Process all pending leave

•

Process all Reserve Orders (IDT/ADT/etc)

•

Process all pay and separation transactions

•

Verify all Direct Access information is accurate.

•

Be Patient, the change may create delays in
processing information which was not entered
properly before the change.

The Coast Guard is changing the
software which calculates and processes
your bi-monthly pay checks.

•

Direct Access will directly calculate and
process pay.

•

Your Direct Access data will immediately
impact your monthly pay.

•

The current payroll system (JUMPS) will
continue through the 2014 calendar year
and process all W2s as in previous years.

What you need to know:
•

Your pay and benefts are not changing IF they Do: PPC is prepared to assist

•

DA will be shut down on 18 Dec 2014 and not be available until 5 January 2015.

•

That means NO self service, NO ability to submit a leave chit, its too late to update your records before
the activation of DA Global Pay.

For more information, ask a yeoman.
Go to PPC website (http://www.uscg.mil/ppc/da/portal/

ReseRvist Magazine

the MoRe you know

Separating or Retiring:
What to do about Medical
Submitted by Cmdr. Paul Fawcett
Separating or retiring from military service is a lengthy process involving many and varied concerns: turning in issued gear,
completing required personnel forms, checking out of your unit and attending to a myriad of personal details. One area that you won’t
want to overlook when you are out processing is medical. There are several medical items that you’ll want to put on your separation
“to do” list:

• Medical and dental records:

These are the government’s records, not your personal
records. Chances are over the course of your military career
you’ve had a series of exams, tests, treatments etc. that have
been filed in your medical record, making it an important
record of your care and medical history. You will want to
ensure all records and reports of CG sponsored medical care
obtained outside of a CG clinic have been included. Be sure to
go to your servicing clinic or record administrator and make
two personal copies to take with you prior to separation.
Don’t take the original. It is not yours; and you shouldn’t be
permitted to do this anyway. If you lose the Coast Guard’s
copy, no copy will be available if you’ve taken the original.
You’ll need your copy for two reasons: to help document
medical history for your physician, and in case you want to
file a disability claim with the Veteran’s Administration (VA).
If you’ve been stationed at a Port Security Unit, Small Boat
Station, or certain other types of units, your medical record
may be held locally and not at a Coast Guard clinic. Ask your
unit medical staff, or administrative staff, if you have no
medical personnel, to find out.

• Retirement or separation physicals:

Physical exams are required for Active Duty and Reserve
personnel on orders for more than 30 days who are
separating and retiring from the Coast Guard, per the CG
Medical Manual COMDTINST M6000.1F, Chapter 3.A. Physical
exams are not required for Reserve members on orders less
than 30 days. If you are returning from OCONUS deployment
to retirement or separation, a post deployment physical is
required. A physical prior to separation is important in that
it documents any service related conditions for potential VA
claims, and it identifies any medical or dental conditions that

the service may be able to treat before you separate and you
are no longer eligible to receive care at Coast Guard medical
facilities. You can schedule your physical as far as a year in
advance, but not less than 60 days prior to separation, to
allow plenty of time to schedule tests or treatment in case
it’s needed prior to departure.

• VA Benefts Delivery at Discharge (VABDD)

If you believe you are eligible for a VA claim for a service
connected medical condition and plan to file a claim, don’t
wait. The VABDD program allows you to submit a claim for
disability 60-180 days prior to separation or retirement. The
VABDD program is available to reserve members as well as
active duty and the Coast Guard is specifically included by
policy. Utilizing this program can significantly speed up your
receipt of VA compensation for a properly filed successful
claim. The VA’s stated goal is benefits receipt within 60 days
of separation from service. For more information visit the
VA website at http://benefits.va.gov/predischarge/claimspre-discharge-benefits-delivery-at-discharge.asp or call tollfree at 1-800-827-1000.

• TRICARE health Insurance:

If you are retiring you may be eligible for TRICARE Retired
Reserve. This program is available to both RET-1 and RET2 category retirees and is a premium based program.
TRICARE monthly premiums for the member only are
approximately $390. Member and family monthly premiums
are approximately $961, with annual deductibles. TRICARE
retired reserve does meet the minimum requirements
under the Affordable Care Act. For more information on the
TRICARE retired reserve program visit the TRICARE website
at: www.tricare.mil/Plans/HealthPlans/TRR.aspx.

Navigating through the medical aspects of separating from the service can be confusing. You should visit with your unit medical staff
once you have your separation date to begin planning. Your service has entitled you to certain medical benefits and your medical staff
wants to make sure you are well taken care of. Be sure to make an appointment so they can help you through the process. �
Cmdr. Paul Fawcett is the Chief of Medical Administration at the Health, Safety and Work-Life Service Center. He can be contacted at
Paul.A.Fawcett@uscg.mil or 757-628-4362.
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TSA Pre® Expands Eligibility
TSA has opened its expedited airport security screening
program, PreCheck, to students at the U.S. Military Academy,
the U.S. Naval Academy, the U.S. Coast Guard Academy, and
the U.S. Air Force Academy. The program, already open to
DoD civilians and Service members (including Reservists and
National Guardsmen), allows travelers to keep on their shoes,
belt, jacket, and leave laptops and 3-1-1 compliant liquids in
carry-on bags when going through airport security. The program
is free to join and can be used for official business or leisure
travel. Accompanying family members, ages 12 and under, can
be processed through expedited screening as well.

Action Required for Participation
1. Locate your DoD ID number (10-digit number found on the

back of your Common Access Card). If you do not have a DoD
ID number listed on your CAC, you can locate it by logging in
to MilConnect (www.dmdc.osd.mil/milconnect) and clicking
on the "My Profile" tab.

2. Opt-In to the program (applies to DoD civilians only). Civilians

need to log in to the MilConnect website (www.dmdc.osd.
mil/milconnect), click on the "My Profile" tab and then click
on the "CIV" tab. In the Personnel Status information box,
click on the "TSA PreCheck Program" checkbox, scroll to
the bottom of the page and click "submit". Service members
already are eligible and do not need to opt in to the program.

3. Save your DoD ID Number in the "Known Traveler Number"

field of your DTS profile. To ensure your future airline
reservations automatically include your DoD ID number, save
it in your profile. For instructions, see Using DTS: How to
Enter your DoD ID Number and Update Your DTS Profile.

4. Ensure your DoD ID Number is included when making
reservations.

For offcial travel: If you saved your DoD ID number as

part of your profile, it will automatically pre-populate. You
may also participate by entering your DoD ID number in the
"Known Traveler Number" field when prompted to verify

your Secure Flight Information (name, DOB, gender) each
time you make a reservation. If making a reservation through
a Commercial Travel Office, provide your DoD ID number as
the "Known Traveler Number" when asked to verify your
Secure Flight Information.

For leisure travel: Enter your DoD ID number in the "Known
Traveler Number" field when making reservations.

5. At the airport, look for dedicated TSA PreCheck security lanes.

The program is available at over 120 domestic airports. Click
here for a complete list of participating airports.

Please note that as of March 31, 2014, TSA has ended its CAC scan
process as a means of program participation. The only way to
participate is to include the participant's DoD ID Number as the
Known Traveler number when making airline reservations.

Additional Information

Eligible Service members do not need to be on official travel
or in uniform to take advantage of TSA PreCheck.
Family members, ages 12 and under, traveling with an eligible
Service member or DoD civilian can process through expedited
screening as well. However, family members 13 and older must
go through regular security lines or may apply for TSA Trusted
Traveler program (for a fee).
Boarding passes must have TSA PreCheck eligibility
information embedded in the barcode when scanned on the
boarding pass scanner system in order to use the TSA PreCheck
security lanes. Your DoD ID number does not display on the
boarding pass. Please be aware that not all airlines print a TSA
PreCheck approved indicator on the boarding pass. However,
if travelers used their DoD ID number as the "Known Traveler
Number," they may proceed to a dedicated PreCheck security
lane to check eligibility.
Travelers can check the TSA Pre® participating airports
page for information on TSA Pre® lane locations.
Further information on TSA Pre® can be found at tsa.gov
and defensetravel.dod.mil. �

Non-Compliant Individual Ready Reserve members
transferred to the Inactive Status List
By Lt. Todd Smith, CG-1311 Reserve Policy and Plans Division
On January 29, 2015, the Commander of the Coast Guard
Personnel Service Center (CG PSC), Rear Adm. Meredith
Austin, approved the transfer of 955 Individual Ready Reserve
(IRR) members to the Inactive Status List (ISL) for failing to
meet participation requirements as outlined in the Reserve
Policy Manual, CoMDTInST M1001.28 (series). This transfer of
personnel represents 65% of the current population of the IRR
and underscores the importance of knowing and complying with
your participation requirements.
In the last issue of the Reservist, (Issue 1, 2015) Lt. Diana Guyton
at Coast Guard Personnel Management Branch (CG PSC RPM-3)
provided detailed information on the participation requirements

for members assigned to the IRR, Active Status List (ASL), and ISL.
The majority of the affected members in this case failed to update
their contact information, respond to official correspondence,
and complete the Annual Screening Questionnaire (ASQ) and
associated administrative documentation.
The IRR consists of two categories of individuals; members
who are trained and have previously served in the active
component or in the Selected Reserve (SELRES) and must fulfill
their military service obligation (MSO), and those who have
fulfilled their service obligation and voluntarily remain in the
IRR. These members are subject to recall to active duty and are
required to meet certain participation standards. The Coast Guard
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relies on IRR members as a strategic force of trained individuals
ready to mobilize should it be determined the number of SELRES
are insufficient to meet mission demand. Non-participation in the
IRR weakens the overall strength of the Coast Guard and is a large
administrative burden on CG PSC RPM-3 that has significant costs
in terms of time and tax payer dollars.
The number of current IRR members determined not to
be in compliance with participation standards totaled 1,199.
Members were informed via e-mail and U.S. Postal Service of their
deficiencies, using contact information listed in Direct Access (DA),
and directed to come into compliance within 90 days. Affected
members were advised that failure to comply would result in
their transfer to the ISL. Two-hundred and forty-four members
responded and came into compliance. Thirty-six officers and 919
enlisted members have since been transferred into the ISL.
So, what happens to you once you are transferred to the ISL?
A transfer to the ISL has a significant impact on the member.

Members in the ISL are not authorized to train or drill for
retirement points or pay, will not accrue 15 points for membership,
and are no longer eligible for promotion or advancement. Service
time in the ISL does not count toward determining retirement
pay, entitlements or time in service. Enlisted members will be
separated from the Service at the end of their enlistment. Officers
in the ISL for more than 3 years will be reviewed by the Reserve
Mobilization Disposition Board (MOB) to determine if the member
has potential for useful military service and should be retained.
Participation standards are required in order to ensure a
ready force is available. Members who fail to comply may find
themselves involuntarily recalled to active duty in order to come
into compliance or transferred to the ISL and subject to discharge.
Transferred members desiring to return to the Ready Reserve may
do so through the Reserve Component Category (RCC) change
process. More information on submitting a RCC request may be
found at www.uscg.mil/rpm/rpm3/irr/IRR%20Member%20
Guide.pdf. �

10 Steps to Financial Freedom
By Master Chief Kenneth King, PSU 308 Command Master Chief
This article is reprinted from the The Wire, the Official Publication of Joint Task Force Guantanamo,
where PSu 308 is currently deployed.
One of the first books I read when I became interested in personal finance was, Your Money or
Your Life by Vicki Robin and Joe Dominguez. The title of the book refers to the idea that we trade
our most precious asset (our time) for money and we should not do so lightly. The book also asks
us to consider how our lives could be different if we no longer had to work for a living.
I believe we all dream of achieving financial independence. To do so, we must maximize savings
and minimize debt. But most of us are not saving nearly enough – the average 401(k) balance of
$90,000 would only generate only $3,600 of annual income at a 4% rate of return.
I would like to share some concepts I wished I had learned earlier in life that are essential to
achieving financial independence (FI):

1. Live Below Your Means – You must spend less than
you make to pay off debt and save.

2. Needs vs. Wants – If you cannot live (survive) without

something it is a need – air, food, water, shelter. Everything
else is a want.

3. Delayed Gratifcation – If you desire something you
don’t have the cash for, wait and save for it.

4. Emergency Fund – Things will wrong. Have 3 – 6 months

living expenses set aside so when crisis occurs you have
a cushion. Otherwise you will be forced to borrow. Make
this your first financial priority, even before saving for
retirement or paying off debt early.

5. Pay Yourself First – Put money into savings (Thrift
Savings Plan, 401K, IRA) before you receive it – through
payroll deduction. When you get a raise, increase your
savings.

6. Avoid Credit Cards – Use credit only for protection and

convenience like online purchases or travel. Pay off the
balance monthly. If you lack the discipline to use them then don’t.
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7. Appreciating vs. Depreciating Assets– Never

borrow money for something that goes down in value
(depreciates) over time. A car for example. Homes are
generally appreciating assets.

8. Compound Interest and Time Value of Money –
Compound interest allows money to grow over time. The
earlier you start, the more you will have at retirement
since the interest for each dollar invested is added to the
principal and both earn interest into the future.

9. Debt Snowball – When paying off debt, apply all

extra money to the smallest debt first while making the
minimum payment on the remainder. Once it’s paid off,
do the same to the next smallest debt.

10. 50/30/20 Budget – 50% of take-home pay for Fixed Costs
– monthly expenses such as rent or mortgage, utilities,
car payments (ugh!); 30% for Flexible Spending – dayto-day expenses that vary including groceries, eating
out, shopping, and entertainment; 20% for Financial
Goals including emergency fund, debt reduction, and
retirement savings. �

Worried About Your Piggy Bank?

Get Financial Help from CG SUPRT
Worries about your bank account or fnancial concerns can afect your health
and interfere with your daily life. CG SUPRT can provide you with resources
to assist families in many areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

personal fnancial consultation
tax issues
budgeting
credit and debt assistance
retirement planning
bankruptcy
loan consolidation

•
•
•
•
•
•

power of attorney
guardianship
housing/real estate
estate planning
personal fnance management
planning for college

Give CG SUPRT a call today!

855-CG SUPRT (247-8778)

Remember this call is free and confdential
within the limits of the law!

www.cgsuprt.com

ECIP Connect Prototype Launched

The Reserve
Officers Association
is hosting CIOR 2015
The Interallied Confederation of Reserve
Ofcers, commonly referred to by its French
acronym CIOR, represents the interests
of over 1.3 million reservists across 36
participating nations within and beyond
NATO, making it the world’s largest military
reserve ofcer organization.

The USCG Innovation Council is excited to share the launch
ECIP Connect – a new crowd-sourcing tool designed to invite
any Coast Guard member (active duty, civilian, reservist,
auxiliarist) to help solve the Service’s targeted “challenges”
from anywhere, at any time, on any device. ECIP Connect, short
for Enterprise Common Ideation Platform, provides a fun and
empowering experience where participants can voluntarily
review challenges, submit possible solutions, and collaborate
with other Coasties by voting, supporting, and infuencing
the best ideas as they bubble up, advance towards possible
prototypes, and eventually become implementable solutions.
ECIP Connect is a prototype itself and is ofered with a prototype
period running from 19MAR15 – 19SEP15.

Check out
http://ecipconnect.ideascale.com
for access to the site
and to learn more.

Founded in 1948 by the reserve ofcer
associations of Belgium, France and the
Netherlands, CIOR is now a NATO-afliated,
non-political and non-proft umbrella
organization of member nations’ national
reserve ofcer associations.
The CIOR meets twice a year – in the
summer and winter – and they work through
committees that examine issues and
provide analysis relating to reserve forces.
The 2015 Summer Meeting will be held
in Washington DC, hosted by the Reserve
Ofcers Association.
Registration for delegates to the 2015 CIOR
Summer Congress in Washington, DC will be
available through the ROA website:

www.roa.org

CGRU Joint Staf Reservist Re-enlists
CGRU Joint Staf Commanding Ofcer Capt. Karl Leonard (left) and
Executive Ofcer Cmdr. John Caraballo reenlist MEC Zac Horne
(right) in the Coast Guard Reserve for a term of 8 years during a
December ceremony at the unit in Sufolk, Va. MEC Horne has
already distinguished himself by completing 14 years of active duty
in the USMC and 7 years in the CG Reserve.
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TO CHANGE YOUR
MAILING ADDRESS:
Selected Reservists:
No Glass Ceilings Here
The Sector Columbia River Reserve leadership/ofcer cadre in
Astoria, OR, is made up entirely of females who manage and lead
approximately 140 reserve members in virtually the full range
of Coast Guard missions, coupled with an exceedingly demanding
maritime environment. Although not by design - from an assignments
perspective - this notable fact is further testament that whatever
"glass ceilings" may have existed in the Coast Guard they are falling in
our wake. From l-r, Cmdr. Hiigel, Deputy SRO- Cmdr. (s) Becky Jones,
Planning RDA- Lt. Cmdr. Catherine Mellette, Logistics RDA- Lt. Cmdr.
Laura Decena, and Response RDA- Lt. Cmdr. (s) Jill Lazo. Submitted
by Cmdr. Andrew Shefeld.
Photo by CWO Clayton McBeth.

Please use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or send your address change to
your unit Servicing Personnel
Ofce (SPO).

Individual Ready
Reservists (IRR):

Please contact the IRR
Personnel Support Unit via
email at:
ARL-DG-CGPSCIRR@uscg.mil
or at:
Commander (rpm-3)
Personnel Service Center
U.S. Coast Guard Stop
72004200 Wilson Blvd
Ste. 1100 Arlington, Va
20598-7200

Retired Reservists:

Security at the 2015 New York City Marathon
Members of the Coast Guard Police Department gather together
for a group photo, marking the success of their eforts to ensure
security and safety on Fort Wadsworth during the 2014 TCS
New York City Marathon, Nov. 2, 2014. Approximately 10
active duty police ofcers and 16 reservists were involved with
operations beginning the week prior and up until the day after
the marathon for some.
Photo by Petty Ofcer 2nd Class Ann Marie Gorden

Please send e-mail to Personnel
Service Center (ras) at:
ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
or use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or use self-service at
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/
directoryassistance.asp#one
or call 1-800-772-8724.

Station Portsmouth Reservists Re-enlist

Reservists BM1 James Schavel and BM2 Wade Caple re-enlisted
at Station Portsmouth, Va., on January 11, 2015. Both Schavel
and Caple are qualified coxswains at the station.

Jacksonville VBST Reservists Stand Tall
Sector Jacksonville Reserve Vessel Boarding Security Team
members conducted a personnel inspection in mid-January.

RPM Staff Celebrates 2014 with Eye Towards 2015
In early December CG PSC-RPM members took time to celebrate another great year working in the National Capitol Region, managing
the Coast Guard Reserve Program on a national scale. Prior to the main event – “breaking bread” - it was determined that a quick picture
capturing the current RPM crew was in order. The entire RPM staff would like to wish everyone the very best in 2015.

Sector Upper Mississippi River- Fitness & Morale: What an Awesome Combination!
Sector Upper Mississippi River’s active duty and reserve personnel combined forces to participate in two major running events in the St.
Louis area. On October 18, 2014 members completed the St. Louis Rock ‘n’ Roll Half-Marathon and on December 14, 2014 had a great
time completing the St. Louis Hot Chocolate 15K. Training is now in full force for the upcoming St. Patrick’s Day Run.

St. Louis Hot Chocolate 15K Run participants: (l-r) Lt. Cmdr. Kathryn MorettiUSCG, Lt. Cmdr. Julie Nussberger- USCGR, SK3 daryl Falkenhein-USCGR, SN
Melissa Smith-USCGR, OS3 William Huggins-USCG, RFRS Marie Mcdonnell
and Lt. Cmdr. Christine Hodzic-USCGR.
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Rock ‘n’ Roll Half-Marthon participants; Front row (l-r) Lt. douglas SealeUSCGR, RFRS Marie Mcdonnell,, MST1 Valerie Schwing-USCGR, YN2 Jill
Willerding-USCGR, SK1 Lisbeth Menke-USCGR. Back row (l-r) Lt. Cmdr. Julie
Nussberger-USCGR, MST2 Jacob Arnold-USCGR, OS3 William HugginsUSCG, Me3 Robert Breese-USCGR, MST3 Kayla Spore-USCG, and Cmdr.
Jennifer Travers-USCGR.

GlObAl DIRECT ACCESS
Pay and Personnel Center has created a
DirECT ACCEss KnowlEDgE BAsE,
a one-stop web site with all the system
information and answers to many questions you
may have about Direct Access and global Pay,
even a "how-to" tutorial.

www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/index.htm
Direct-Access log-in:

https://portal.direct-access.us/

If you have some time, Check it out!

KNOWlEDGE bASE

awaRds

Reservist Submits Employer for ESGR Award
Ensign Nicolas Herbert and his supervisor, Mr. Thaddeus Hush,
a Department of Homeland Security Branch Chief, pose for the
camera during an awards ceremony in Arlington, Va., during
which Mr. Hush was presented with the Employer Support of
the Guard & Reserve Patriot Award. Ens. Herbert submitted Mr.
Hush for the award for his strong demonstration of support which
allowed Hebert to attend and complete the three-week Reserve
Officer Candidate Indoctrination course in New London, Conn.

Joint Service Achievement Medal
BMC Kenneth McNichols

Commandant's Letter of Commendation
ME1 Andrew Grillo
ME1 Michael Maust
YN1 Ruslan Baute
MST3 Andrew Belfield

Coast Guard Reserve Good Conduct Medal
MKCS Eric J. Engles
BM1 Emily Eudy
ME2 Michael Ikeda-Chandler
MK3 Eric Medel
SN Ryan Carrasco

Port Security Insignia
BM2 Daniel Garcia
ME2 Gabriel Aquino
BM3 James S. Lane
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taps
BMCM Bruce M. McCluskey, 82, USCGR (ret), crossed over
the bar on December
26, 2014. He passed
peacefully at his home
in St. James City, Fla.
Master Chief McCluskey
was born in New Haven,
Conn. on April 29, 1932.
McCluskey
spent
many years serving at
Station Chatham, Mass.,
where he trained Coast
Guard personnel, Active
Duty and Reserve, in
seamanship and small
boat handling. On many
occasions, he served
as Acting Officer-inCharge of the station. His other duty locations include
the Coast Guard Cutter Evergreen, Marine Safety Office
Baltimore and Station Piney Point, Md. Besides his duty
with the Coast Guard, BMCM McCluskey was Captain of
the Windjammer Cruise Ship Polynesia. He also served
as Port Captain and taught seamanship and navigation
at The Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship in Piney
Point, Md.
As a licensed mariner, McCluskey spent many years
working for Tidex International running tug boats and
supply boats supporting the offshore oil and gas industry
in the Black Sea. He also operated container ships in Italy,
India, on the West Coast of Africa and in the Middle East.
He worked 2 years, through Tidex International, for the
Sultan of Oman.
He is survived by his wife Marjorie VanderKruik; a
daughter Jean Needle (Andrew); sons Ralph (Grace)
and Roy. He also has granddaughters, Isabelle and Sarah
Needle and a grandson, Samuel McCluskey. In addition he
has 2 stepsons, Dr. Clarence Heimann (Ann) and Charles
Heimann.

—— � ——
Capt. Jimmie Harris Hobaugh, age 78, USCG (ret), of
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
passed away after a
valiant
battle
with
cancer on Thursday,
December 4, 2014, at
home surrounded by
loved ones. Born on
December 23, 1935,
in Noble, Oklahoma,
to Charles and Lottie
Hobaugh, Capt Hobaugh
would often remark,
with tongue in cheek,
“I’m just a red dirt
farm boy…” Following
graduation from Noble
High School in 1953, he
joined the United States Coast Guard as a seaman recruit.
He advanced through the ranks to Chief Boatswains Mate.

In 1963, he was a member of the honor guard for President John
F. Kennedy’s funeral. He attended Officer’s Candidate School and
worked his way upward from Ensign to Captain. He was stationed
on shore and on ships on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the
Great Lakes. It was during his time as captain of the Woodrush,
a buoy tender based in Duluth, that he made his mark in Lake
Superior history. During that fateful storm in November of
1975, he and his crew risked their lives to search for survivors
and wreckage of the Edmund Fitzgerald. Later he would return
with the Woodrush to survey the underwater wreckage. He was
often called for interviews and speaking engagements about his
experiences with Fitzgerald.
He retired from the Coast Guard after 37 years of service in
1991.
Jimmie is survived by his wife of 60 years, Virginia Mae (Smith)
Hobaugh; his daughters, Terri (Marty) Wolski of Sault Ste. Marie,
Charlotte Gentry (fiancé Kevin Brosemer) of Tennessee, Kathy
(Mike) Capron of Maryland; his son, Charlie (Cori) Hobaugh of
Texas; 15 grandchildren, Mandy Browning, Beth (Mike) Mugavero,
Anna (Vincent) Vlaminck, Emily (Nick) Partaka, Tessa Browning,
Nathan (Megan) Gentry, Ben Gentry, Jake Gentry, Philip Gentry,
Alison Capron, Ryan Capron, Nick (Catherine Lanae) Hobaugh,
Stephanie (Matt) Hill, Rachel Hobaugh, Dustin Hobaugh; and 3
great-grandchildren.

—— � ——
Capt. Richard L. Skok, 80, USCGR (ret.), passed away October
9, 2014 at his home in Spokane,
Wash. He was born July 24, 1934.
He was married for 60 years to
Marcine whom he met on a blind
date when he was 18 years old.
He retired from the Coast Guard
Reserve in 1988, with 42 years
of military service and having
attained the rank of Captain.
He was the proud father of
seven children, which kept him
busy during his younger years.
He loved building model trains,
was a certified scuba diver, sky
diver, and commercially rated
pilot. He was the band director at Sacajawea Jr. High School in
Spokane and band/orchestra director at Glendora High School in
Southern Calif. He utilized his training with a Bachelor’s degree
and Master’s degree in education to run the Los Angeles County
Schools as Assistant Superintendent. He was ordained a Deacon
in the Catholic Church. Again utilizing his talents in education, he
developed the entire course curriculum for a Master’s Degree in
Artificial Intelligence through the School of Education at Gonzaga
University.

—— � ——

Capt. Adolf e. "Hymie" Fullgrabe, 77, USCGR (ret), passed away
Nov. 12, 2014, at his home. Hymie
was born in Elyria, Ohio, on Oct.
20, 1937, to William and Mabel
(Hunter) Fullgrabe, Sr. He married
Portia Franks on Aug. 7, 1976, at
the Old Stone Church in Cleveland.
Hymie served in the U.S. Army
Airborne and was a graduate of
Ohio State University. He worked
as an electrical engineer for the
U.S. Coast Guard in Cleveland.
Upon moving to Illinois, he worked
for and retired from the Federal
Aviation Administration. He was a
life member of the NRA, member
of the Reserve Officers Association, ARRL, Military Officers
Association of America, Sojourners, and Porsche 356 Registry.
He is survived by his wife, Portia; children: Monique Ruest,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Michele (Rick) Hord of Kissimmee, Fla.,
Aaron Hall of Concord, N.C., Beth (Bill) Eggemeyer, of Monticello
and Will Fullgrabe of Terryville, Ohio; 16 grandchildren; four
great grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews, including
Stephanie (Stan) Sitar of Elyria, Ohio. He was preceded in death
by his parents, and a brother, William Fullgrabe, Jr.

—— � ——
MSTCS Michael James Kirk, 72, USCGR, retired NYPD, of
Yonkers, NY, died on December
26, 2014. He was born to John and
Anastasia (McBride) Kirk in the
Bronx, New York. He was married
to the love of his life, the late
Ruth Elaine (Haff), for 37 years.
Mike is survived by his daughter
Kathryn (John) Heetderks, son
Michael (Kerry Pyrch) Kirk,
brothers John (Jeanne) Kirk and
Matthew (Carol) Kirk, sisters
Patricia Kirk, Mary (Stephen)
Setteducati, Anne Riley, his three
granddaughters, and many nieces,
nephews and extended family. He
was predeceased by his brother Joseph. Mike was a loving father,
husband, grandfather, brother and friend to all. Mike proudly
served as a member of the New York City Police Department, where
he retired as a Lieutenant, the New Jersey Institute of Technology,
where he served as Chief of Police, and the United States Navy,
Coast Guard Reserve and Army Reserve. He loved his time at St.
Brendan’s School and Cardinal Hayes High School, where he met
many devoted friends. He was known for his generous heart, his
dedication to his friends and family, his stories, his laughter, and
his love for a “hot meal” and getting a good deal.
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Two rescue swimmers from
a Coast Guard Air Station
Borinquen MH-65 dolphin
helicopter work to rescue eight
Cuban migrants stranded
at the bottom of a 150-foot
cliff on Monito island, Puerto
Rico, March 11, 2015. The
seven men and one woman
were safely recovered from
the water by the crews of two
on-scene cutter boats from the
Coast Guard Cutter rEsOlutE.
U.S. Coast Guard photo
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A seal lay on the ice in front of the Coast Guard Cutter
POlar star while the ship is hove-to in the Ross Sea
near Antarctica, Jan. 30, 2015. POlar star's crew is
underway in support of Operation Deep Freeze 2015,
part of the U.S. Antarctic program, managed by the
National Science Foundation.
Photo by Petty Offcer 1st Class Carlos Rodriguez

Seaman Brandon Groshens, of Pendleton, Ore., and crew members of the Coast
Guard Cutter alErt from Astoria, Ore., work to free two Olive Ridley sea turtles
entangled in a bundle of fshing gear off Central America Feb. 10, 2015. The crew
was deployed in support of a counter narcotics mission when they spotted the
turtles, which are considered a threatened species by NOAA Fisheries.
Photo by Petty Offcer 3rd Class Nicole Picklo

Lt. Shannon Scaff, an instructor
at the Coast Guard Maritime
Law enforcement Academy
in Charleston, S.C., takes a
lap during a long distance
swim he dedicated to a fallen
Coast Guard aircrew, Feb. 27,
2015. Scaff undertook the
challenge of swimming in a
local Charleston pool for 24
hours to bring awareness and
support to the families of fallen
military members.
Photo by
Petty Offcer 1st Class Stephen Lehmann
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